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1. Decision of the Nagoya Court of Appeals 
一-Research Purposes 
A dramatic decisionl referring to the conditions under which eutha-
nasia would be legally permissible was handed down by the N agoya Court 
of Appeals in Japanラ 1962.
The defendant， being engaged in agriculture after he had graduated from 
high school， was a kind and serious youth who was taking good care of both 
his parents and his younger brothers. His father， Fukaichi， who had been 
stricken with a cerebral hemorrhage and was bedridden， began to lose much 
• Lecturer of Law， Cultural Department， Osaka University. LL. M.， 1972， Harvard Law School. 
1) High Court Criminal Reports， Vol. 15， No. 9， p.674 (Dec. 22， 1962). 
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of his appetite and grew weak at the beginning of July， 1961. His legs and 
arms were paralyzed in a twisted position and he cIaimed he had an excruciat-
ing pain when he moved them even slightly. What was worse was that he was 
often attacked by violent fits of hiccups， which shook his rigid and paralyzed 
legs and arms so heavily that he writhed in the agony of pain， crying，“KiIl me!" 
or “1 wish to die as soon as possible." Unable to watch his father suffer from 
such unbearable pain and listen to his screams， and being told by the attending 
doctor that nothing further could be done for his father， on the tenth of July the 
defendant made up his mind to accept his. father's desire to die. About 5 
o'cIock 'in the morning on July 26 he added a smaII amount of organic phos-
phoric acid insecticide， E P N， into a bottle of milk delivered earlier in the 
morning and left it where it had been. His mother， without knowing the fact 
that insecticide had been mixed in the milk， served it to the defendant's father， 
who happened to request milk about at half past seven in the morning， and he 
died of organic phosphorism about at half past twelve in the afternoon. 
The Nagoya Court of Appeals， reversing the judgemene) of the trial 
court， sentenced him this time forヤmurderupon request，3) to one year in 
prison with a stay of execution for three years， and held as to euthanasia: 
'"Though there has been a controversy as to whether euthanasia should 
be legally permissible on the ground of justification， we can permit it only 
under the following strict conditions since it results in artificial extinction of 
valuable human life. 
(1) A patient should be suffering from a fatal disease recognized incurable 
in the light of modern medical knowledge and techniques and hisdeath 
should be imminent. 
(2) He should be suffering from such an excruciating pain that nobody 
2) The defendant had been convicted of “patricide" according to the Penal Code of Japan， art. 200 
providing:“Every person who has killed his (her) lineal ascendant or a lineal ascendant of his (her) supouse 
shall be condemned to death or punished with penal servitude for liた"and was sentenced to three years 
and six months in prison. Recently this article was judged by the Supreme Court as unconstitutional against 
the Equality Clause. . Supreme Court Criminal Reports， Vol. 27， No. 3， p.265 (1973). 
3) ThePenal Code of Japan， art. 202 provides: 
“Every person who has instigated or assisted another person to commit suicide or has killed a person at 
such person's request or with his consent shall be punished with penal servitude or imprisonment for not less 
than six months nor more than seven years." 
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(3) It should be performed only for the purpose of relieving the .patient's 
agony of death. 
(4) There should be a patient's own sincere request or consent when he 
has a c1ear consciousness and an ability to express his own will. 
(5) As a rule it should be performed by a doctor; otherwise there should 
be special circumstances justifying that it could not be performed by a 
doctor. 
(6) Appropriate means acceptable from the ethical point of view should be 
taken. 
Applying these conditions to the present case， we admit， as mentioned 
above， that the defendant's father， Fukaichi， was reaIIy suffering from' in-
curable disease and was at the edge of death， and that he writhed in the 
agony of pain imposed upon him every time he moved his body， and that 
his suffering， intensified by fits of hiccups， was almost unbearable to watch 
and that the defendant's act was carried out solely for the purpose of 
relieving pain from Fukaichi， so that the conditions from (l) to (3) above 
mentioned were satisfied without doubt. There is no need， however， todebate 
the condition #4 to conclude that the defendant's act does not come within 
the legalIy justifiable euthanasia， because it is c1ear that the defendant's act 
failed to meet two conditions， i. e.，お and#6. We can not admit that 
there were any special circumstances that prevented the defendant from 
asking the doctor to perform it and furthermore the means taken by de-
fendant， topour organic phosphoric acid into the milk to be served to the 
patient， can not be recognized as ethicalIy appropriate. ，4) 
Perhaps this is the first judgement ever made in the world' that indi-
cated the detailed conditions under which certain types of euthanasia 
could be legally permissible， though in this specific case these condi-
tions were not recognized as being satisfied. Irrespective of whether those 
conditions are recognized as proper or not， this judgement has a great 
significance in the point that the official court declared the possibiIty of 
4) High Court CriminaI Reports， op. cit.， pp. 677-67ヲ.
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legal euthanasia when it met the above-mentioned conditions. The court， 
however， delivered no opinions as to the concept of euthanasia; what type 
of euthanasia is permissible; nor did it show any legal grounds as to why 
certain type of euthanasia presented in the case were permissible if they 
met the conditions. 
Among the conditions which made “euthanasia" legally permissible， 
the court enumerated the one:“As a rule it should be performed by a 
_ doctor; otherwise there should be special circumstances justifying that it 
could not be performed by a doctor." This condition is a mandatory one 
for legal euthanasia， so that if a doctor declined to perform "euthanasia" 
when he was asked to do so by his patient， litle room would be left for 
legally permissible euthanasia because of the lack of this condition. Hence， 
a doctor's active cooperation is required. Moreover it could usually' be 
only determined by doctors whether a patient was suffering from incurable 
disease or whether he was faced with. imminent death. “Ethically 
appropriate meansヘthoughthe meaning of these words. are very vague， 
could be also provided only by doctors. Thus the problem of euthanasia is 
crucially concerned with doctors. Without taking doctor's attitudes toward 
euthanasia into consideration， we can not reach a correct conclusion as to 
the legal aspects of euthanasia. 
This was why 1 made the following surveys as to the doctors' attitutdes 
toward euthanasia. 1 wanted to know whether there was an actual possi-
bility that a doctor would perform some type of euthanasia by request from 
his patient and also wanted to find something which would contribute to 
establishing proper concepts of euthanasia from the standpoint of criminal 
law， by surveying (1) the status quo of the problemof euthanasia and 
doctors' attitudes toward it， (2) doctor's attitudes toward the euthanasia 
legislation and (3) doctors' opinions as to euthanasia. 
I. Method of Survey and Questionnaire 
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The survey was orginally made in Tokyo in Oecember in 1964. 
mailed a questionnaire to al the 360 physicians and surgeons practicing 
medicine in the Setagaya ward in Tokyo. 1 got 131 replies， which were 
used for this research. 
The survey in the Boston area， Massachusetts， was made in March in 
1972. 1 mailed the questionnaire put in Section I B to 450 physicians and 
surgeons5J practicing medicine in that area. "Among 174 replies which 1 re-
ceived from the doctors， 160 effectively responded to the questionnaire. 
B. The Contents of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire printed below was orginally made in Japanese for the 
survey in Tokyo and was translated into English to make the same survey 
in Boston. 
HYPOTHETICAL SITUA TION 
Suppose the following situation: 
(1) A patient is suffering from a fatal disease that is generally recognized 
to be incurable. 
(2) His death is certain to result within a short period of time. 
(3) He suffers from unberably excruciating physical pain because of the 
disease. 
(4) He has expressed a wish to die rather than continue to live in unbear旬
able pain. 
(5) His family has also expressed a wish that he die rather than continue 
to live in unbearable pain. 
QUESTIONN AIRE 
I. Have you ever been confronted with such a situation? 
(1) Yes. 
5) They were selected at random from th巴telephonebook of the Yellow Pages， Directory Area 
Code 617， 1972， Boston Area， pages 891-906. 
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(2) No. 
Il. If you were now confronted with the foregoing situation， how would 
you deal with it as a physicia.n or a surgeon? 
A. For the purpose of relieving pain， what would you do? 
(3) Administer treatment which would result in immediate death. 
(4) Give narcotics or other drugs for the relief of pain even if it is clear 
that increasing dosage would eventually result in death before the 
patient's expected demise from the disease alone. 
(5) Undertake no treatment for the relief of pain if it would cause the 
patient to die before his expected demise from the disease alone. 
(6) Others. (Please explain on the answer sheet.) 
B. If you chose item 4， 5， or 6 for the relief of pain， what would you do to 
treat the disease and/or prolong life? 
(7) Continue to provide treatment for the disease and/or treatment de-
signed to prolong the patient's life， even though the condition is con-
sidered to be incurable. 
(8) Discontinue both kinds of treatment. 
II. Assuming that al the facts are the same as the hypothetical situation 
above: 
There is a doctor who knows that increasing the dosage of painィeliev-
ing narcotics administered to a patient would cause death sooner than 
would be expected from the disease alone. N evertheless， unable to watch 
his patient suffer from such unbearable pain， he administers the increased 
dosage for the purpose of relieving pain， which eventually causes the patト
ent's death as he anticipated it would. 
C. How do you think this doctor would be deaIt with under the present 
criminal system? 
(9) He would be punished as a criminal. 
(10) He would not be punished as a criminal. 
(11) 1 do not know. 
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D. Irrespective of the present criminal system， inyour own opinion， do 
you think that this doctor should be punished as a criminal? 
(12) He should be punished. 
(13) He should not be punished. 
(14) 1 do not know. 
rv. If there were a bil1 which would legalize “mercy killing" under certain 
conditions， would you support it? 
(15) Yes. ( WiI you explain in Section V under what conditions you 
would support it?) 
(16) No. 
(17) 1 do not know. 
V. If you have any opinions about “euthanasia" or “mercy kil1ing"， wiH you 
describe them? 
ill. Results in Boston and Comments 
A. The Summary of Concepts of Euthanasia 
In the questionnaire only the relationship between pain“relieving means 
and the cause of death are referred to， but no concepts of euthanasia are 
presented. Hence it may not be clear what type of euthanasia they would 
perform when this data show that 74 per cent of the doctors， for example， 
choseitem #2. To begin with， let me give an outline of the concepts of 
eu thanasia， which wiI be fully discussed later in Section VL 
In the broadest meaning euthanasia is classified into two categories 
based upon the characteristics of the person upon whom it is performed: 
the first category of euthanasia consists of the persons with physical pain， 
and the second of the persons without physical pain. 1 wiI cal the first 
category of euthanasia “pain-relieving euthanasia" and the second “policy-
oriented euthanasia". The “pain-relieving euthanasia" wil be performed 
only for the purpose of relieving physical pain and the “policy-oriented 
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euthanasia" wil b_e performed for some other purposes_ The concern of 
this paper is Iimited only to the “pain-relieving euthanasia". 
The “pain-relieving euthanasia" can be further divided into the follow-
ing five types based upon a variety of combinations between pain齢relieving
means and the cause of death : 
(1)“Medical treatment type" euthanasia in which an ordinary pain-
relieving means is not attended with the causation of death. 
(2)“Risk type" euthanasia in which an ordinary pain-relieving means 
is attended with the probabi!ty of causing death. 
(3)“Necessity type" euthanasia in which an ordinary pain-relieving 
means is attended with the certainty of causing death. 
(4)“Active" euthanasia in which letting a person die is considered as 
a pain“relieving means. 
(5)“Omission type" euthanasia in which artificial Iife-prolonging 
measures or curative treatment causing， increasing or prolonging 
physical pain are discontinued as a pain世relievingmeans. 
1n this paper 1 often refer to“high risk type" euthanasia， which means 
the euthanasia in which pain-relieving means has a high probab主ityof caus-
ing death. 
Applying the above definition of the concepts of “pain-relieving eutha-
nasia" to each item in Question -II-A， item #3 coresponds to“active" 
euthanasia， item #4 to“necessity type" euthanasia， item #5 to“medical 
treatment type" euthanasia and possibly item #6 to“risk type" euthanasia. 
B. Total Results and Comments on Them 
The results of each answer to the six Questions are presented in Table 
1. The numbers corresponding to each item shows the percentages of the 
doctors who chose that item as their answer in each question. The figures 
in parentheses are the nuinbers of samples resportded to each item. 
a) Results and Comments as to Question-1 
1n terms of Question-1 asking:“Have you ever been confronted 
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with such a hypothetical situ-
ation ?"， 59 per cent of doc-
tors answered “Y es"， 39 per 
cent said“Noぺand2 per 
cent gave no answer. 
任)This shows that 3 out of 5 
doctors have already been con-
fronted with such a situation 
where his patient was suffering 
from terminal， incurable， and 
painful disease、wishingto die. It 
is reasonably assumed that here 
are so many situations in actuali-
ty where the problem of eutha-
nasJa occurs. 
b) Results and Comments as 
to Question-II.，-A 
In terms of Question-II-A 
asking:“For the purpose of 
relieving pain， what would 
you do as a physician or sur-
geon， ifyou were now con-
fronted with the foregoing 
QI 
A 
Qll 
B 
C 
QlI 
D 
QN 
Table L Total results in 8oston 
ltems 
L Have been confronted 
2. Have not been confronted 
No answer 
3. Cause immediate death 
4. Give pain-relieving durgs 
which would result in death 
5. Give pain-relieving drugs 
which never cause death 
6. Others 
No answer 
7. Continue treatment for disease 
and/or prolonging life 
8. Oiscontinue both 
No answer 
9. Would be punished 
10. Would not be punished 
1 L 00 not know 
No answer 
12. Should be punished 
13. Should not be punished 
14. 00 not know 
No answer 
15. Support a bil 
16. 00 not support a説1
17. 00 not mind either 
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IIX)% 1160) 
59 195) 
39 162) 
2 (3) 
(2) 
74 (119) 
(1) 
23 (36) 
(1) 
50 (80) 
43 (68) 
8 (12) 
18 (29) 
49 (70) 
29 (47) 
3 (5) 
B (13) 
82 (l3l) 
6 (9) 
4 (7) 
31 (50) 
54 (86) 
15 (24) 
situation?" 74 per cent chose item #4:“Give narcotics or other 
drugs for the relief of pain even if it is clear that increasing dosage 
would eventually result in death before the patient's expected 
demise from the disease alone"， 23 per cent chose item #6:“Others"， 
and only 1 per cent chose item #3:“Administer treatment which 
would result in immediate death"， and also another 1 per cent chose 
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item #5:“U ndertake no treatment for the relief of pain if it would 
cause the patient to die before his expected demise from the disease 
alone." 
② The figure of 74 per cent， taken on its face value， indicates that 
about the three幽fourthof the doctors administer narcotics or other drugs 
in the same situa.tion as that of hypothesis， even if it is clear that increas-
ing dosage would eventually result in death. 
1 designed the item #4 to know the doctors' attitudes toward the 
above-mentioned “necessity type" euthanasia by assuming the situation 
where usuaI pain-reIieving means would cIearly hasten or cause death 
because of the dosages necessarily increased for a patient's habituation to 
narcotics or drugs. But there were some doctors who， choosing item #4， 
commented that the prognosis in this area was so vague and fel into such 
a “grey zone" that it might be very difficult to draw a definate line between 
the certainty of causing death and the probability of it. 1 can easily imagine 
that it is impossible to predict precisely whether or not “this" wil ac-
tually be the Iast Ietahl dose when doctors use narcotics or other drugs judi-
ciously for the reIief of pain. In that sense these two can easily be mixed 
up， and among them there seem to be a common attitude: they do not 
mind causing death. Thus it may be permitted to say that at Ieast the 
doctors who recognized the high risk of causing death by their subsequent 
pain-relieving acts but did not mind it chose item #4. 
Thus 1 concIude that 74 per cent of doctors who chose item #4 ad也
minister narcotics or other drugs for the reIief of pain without minding the 
high risk of causing death from such an approach. It means that “neces幽
sity type'? of euthanasia and “high risk type" of euthanasia are now per-
formed by 3 doctors out of 4. 
③ Most of the 23 per cent who chose item #6 .beIieve that the concept 
of euthanasia is unnecessary because it is possible to relieve pain without 
hastening or causing death.6) Some of them .admit the risk of causing death 
6) See Section V， B at 52. 
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but deny attributing death to their pain-relieving acts. Their attitude 
toward causing death is very negative， while that of above-mentioned 
doctors who perform “high risk-necessity type" euthanasia is positive. It 
follows that item #6 represents both “medical treatment type" and “low 
risk type" euthanasia. 
④ The doctors who chose item 前 suggestedvarious kinds of other 
pain-relieving means than the administration of narcotics， such as potent 
tranquilizers， surgical nerve block， new use of old methods (hypnosis， acu-
puncture， etc.)， which wil not necessarily result in death. Some of the 
doctors emphasized the importance of ancillary therapy， such as intrave-
nous f1uid， good nursing care and encouragement， saying，“They are very 
helpful in making the patient as comfortable as possible during the remain-
ing period of his life." Another doctor asserted that judicious use of 
narcotics with other sedatives would never result in death. 
⑤ Only two doctors chose item #3 corresponding to“active" eutha-
nasia. It may be quite natural that only two doctors out of 160 chose item 
梓3，because their aとtscIearly fal under murder under the present criminal 
system. It must be mentioned， however， that there were two other doctors 
who explicitly mentioned that they wished to choose item #3 instead of 
item #4， but that present criminal law and the protection of their medical 
lisences prevented them from doing it. 
⑥It was my surprise that only one doctor among 160 chose item お
which. was originally designed to correspond to “medical treatment type" 
euthanasia. AIl the doctors who I expected would choose this item chose 
item #6. As I cannot find any difference between the doctor of #5 and 
the doctors of #6 in the way of providing pain-relieving means， hereafter 
he wil be counted as one of the doctors of item #6. 
c) Results and Comments as to Question-II-B 
In terms of Question-II-B asking what the doctors would do to 
treat the disease and/or prolonging life besides pain-relieving acts， 50 
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per cent of the doctors chose item #7 saying that they would continue 
one or both of them， 43 per cent chose item #8 saying that they 
would discontinue both of them， and 8 per cent did not give any 
answers. 
⑦ Half of the doctors make their best efforts to prolong their patient's 
life as long as possible or never give up the hope for the patient to be 
cured even under the situation where the patients' disease are generally 
recognized to be incurable. These attitudes are supported partly by their 
belief that doctor's job is to keep a patient alive， and not to let him die')， 
partly by their experience that there are patients who recovered in a mira曲
c山 usway from the disease diagnosed as fatal~l and partly by their recog-
nition of the insufficient knowledge of modern medical science.9l 
⑧ On the other hand there are 43 per cent doctors who would dis-
continue both treatments for the disease and for prolonging life. This at-
titude is supported on two grounds: (1) discontinuance of artificial devices 
to prolong life under the terminal， incurable and painful disease is ethically 
permissible and (2) when a patient requests， active life-prolonging acts are 
not called for to doctors.1l Anyway “omission type" euthanasia is performed 
by 43 per cent of the doctors. 
d) Results and Comments as to Question -III-C 
In terms of Question-III-C asking what kind of judgement the 
doctors would pass from the Iegal point of view upon the doctor who 
administered knowingly a fatal dose of narcotics but at the same time 
necessary' for the relief of pain to his patient suffering from terminal， 
7) See Section V， A叩 2at 49. 
8) See Section V， A-3 at 49. 
9) See Section V， A-3 at 50. 
10) This was also supported by Catholic Church. Por example， see Joseph V. Sullivan， The Morality 
. of Mercy Killing， p.64 (1949 Catholic University Press). 
1) Why such a treatment is not called-for is not clearly described by any doctors， but there seems to 
be a tendancy among doctors that they think active administration of lethal dose is not permissible， but with凶
drawal of life拘prolongingtreatment is permissible. See Section V， G at 63. 
V 山、
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incurable and painful disease， wishing to die 18 per cent chose item 
抑:“Wouldbe punished as a criminalぺ48per cent chose item #10 : 
“W ould not be punished as a criminalぺand29 per cent chose item 
#11:“1 do not know". Three precent did notgive answers. 
⑨ This Question-II-B was not designed to search the doctoば know-
ledge of criminal law， but to get the data as to whether doctors were per-
forming some type of euthanasia thinking they would be punished. My 
greatest concern was to know whether the fear of doctors that they might 
be punished had some impact upon their choice of pain-relieving means 
[See⑬ and ⑫] • According to the total results shown here， half of 
the doctors think that“necessity type" of euthanasia is permissible under 
the present criminal system， while 18 per centthink it is illegal. The 
remaining 29 per cent do not tel whether they think it is permissible or not. 
e) Results and Comments as to Question-III-D 
In terms of Question-III-D asking:“Irrespective of the present 
criminal system， inyour own opinion， do you think that this doctor 
should be punished as a criminal? "， 82 per cent of the doctors chose 
item #13 and answered that“he should not be punished"， while only 8 
per cent chose item #12 and answered that“he should be punishedぺ
Six per cent said by choosing item #14， "1do not know" and 4 per cent 
did not give answers. 
⑬ Eighty-two per cent of the doctors think that a doctor who per-
formed “necessity type" euthanasia should not be punished， while 8 per 
cent think such a doctor should be punished， but the reasons why they 
think so are not presented. 
By comparing the figures of Question一回一Cwith those of Question-III-
D， we can see great ditferences between doctors' legal point of view and 
their own opinion as to“necessity type" euthanasia. Table 2 shows this 
c1early. It is well assumed that there are many doctors who feel a gap 
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Table 2. Differencesをbelweendoclor's legal poinl 
of view and lheir own opinion as 10 
"necessily lype" eUlhanasia 
[No.22 
Il-C Would be punished IWould nol be IDo nol know 
punished 
between the psesent criminal Iaw 
and the generaIIy recognized opinion 
or ethics among the doctors as far as 
“necessity type" euthanasia is con-
cerned [See⑫]. 18% (29) I 49% (79) I 29% (47) 
8% (¥3) ¥ 82% (131) I 6% (9) 
Il-D Should be punished I S加 uldnol be I Do nol know 
punished 
6. Results and Comments as to 
Question-IV 
In terms of Question-IV asking: 
“If there were a biJI which would legalize “mercy kiJling" under certain 
conditions， would you support it?"， 31per cent of the doctors chose 
item #15 in the affirmative， 54 per cent chose item #16 in the negative， 
and 15 per cent chose item #17:“1 do not know円.
⑪ The legalization of euthanasia through the form of legislation was 
opposed by the majority (54 %) of the doctors， while one-third of the doc-
tors supported a bil of euthanasia under certain conditions. Among 50 
doctors who answered in the affirmative， more than 40 delivered their 
opinions as to“conditions" under which euthanasia should be legislated. 
Most of their opinions were focused upon how to prevent abuses and mis-
jUdgements， which 1 wil introduce and explain in Section V. Fifteen per 
cent of fhe doctors did not commit themselves. 
C. Differences According to Various Pain-Relieving Means 
A variety of differences were seen between the doctors who responded 
that they would give narcotics or other drugs even if there were a high risk 
or a certainty of causing death thereform and the doctors who responded 
that they would not give such narcotics or other drugs that would cause 
death. For the convenience of explanation 1 wil cal the former “#4 type" 
doctors and the latter“#6 type" doctors. As 1 have already mentioned， 
among 160 doctors 74% (19) are "#4 type" doctors and 24% (37) are “#6 
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type" doctors. 
⑫ As to continuance or discontinuance of I汗e-prolongingand/or 
curative treatment，“#4 type" doctors were evenly divided into both-48% 
each; while among “#6 type" doctors， 59 per cent responded that they 
would continue and 30 per cent that they would discontinue both. See 
Table 3. It may be taken rather as a matter of course that“#6 type" doc冊
tors are more likely to keep their patients alive longer and undertake cura-
tive and/or lifeゅprolongingtreatments even for a hoteless case more than 
the “#4 type" doctors， but even among “#4 type" doctors there are half 
of them who answered that they would continue the same treatments. 
What explanation is possible for this result? Is the continuence of those 
treatments to be condemned as palliative only to justify themselves or is it 
to be praised for the doctors' modest and wise attitudes toward Iife and the 
impetfection of medicine ?12l On the other hand it must be also emphasized 
that there were the other half of “#4 type" doctors who would perform 
“omission type" euthanasia as well as“necessity type" one. 
⑬ In terms of the doctors' judgement as to the hypothetical case from 
the present legal point of view， no difference can be seen between “#4 
type" doctors and “#6 type" doctors. See Table 4. lt must be 
Table 3. . Percentage as to continuance of curative and/or life-pro・
longing treatments among “#4 type" doctors and among 
“#6 type" doctors. 
“#4 ty戸' “#6 Total 
doctors d田 to悶 doctors 
1∞% (119) 1∞% (37) l∞% (160) 
7. Continue curative d 
and/or life-prolong- 48 (57) 5ヲ (2) 50 (80) 
ing trea位lent
8. Disc四ltinueboth 48 (57) 30 (11) 43 (68) 
No Answer 4 (5) 1 (4) 7 (2) 
Table 4. Perecentage as to the doctors' judgement on the hypothetト
cal case from the present legal point of view among “#4 
type doctors" and among “#6 type doctors" 
“#4 type" “#6 type" Total 
doctors doctors doctors 
l∞% (119) I∞% (37) 100% (160) 
Would be 18 (2) 19 ( 7) 18 (2ヲ)
Would not be punished 52 (62) 43 (16) 49 (79) 
Do not know 29 (34) 30 (11) 29 (47) 
No Answer ( 1) 8 ( 3) 4 ( 5)
12) 1 would rather support this tosition on two grounds: one for imperfection of medicine and the 
other for the safegurds against abuses of euthanasia. See the explanation at 74-75. 
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pointed out， however， that 18 per cent among“#4 type" doctors， 22 in 
sample number， are performing their pain-relieving acts thinking that they 
can be punished. Adding 29 per cent who answered“1 do not know" to 
it， about half doctors are doing so at least without a firm confidence that 
they cannot be punished under the present law. 
⑬ In terms of the doctors' point of view as to the hypothetical case， 
we can see remarkable differences between“#4 type" doctors and “#6 
type" doctors. See Table 5. Among “#4 type" doctors， the ones who 
think that such a doctor should not be punished reach the high percen-
tage of 90， while among “#6 type" doctors only 59 per cent share this 
opinion. On the other hand only 5 per cent among “#4 type" doctors say 
that“he should be punished"， while among“#6 type" doctors 19 per 
cent. Further， the percentage of the doctors who reserved their opinion is 
far higher among“#6 type" doctors. 
These figures indicate that the doctors . who administer narcotics or 
other drugs for the relief of pain， even if there is a high risk of causing a 
patient to dieラ perform“highrisk -necessity type" euthaI1asia holding a 
belief that it should be permitted from their own opinion; while these 
figures indicate also that less doctors among those who assert the pain-
relieving narcotics or drugs never cause death entertain this belief. 
⑬ In terms of legislation of euthanasia there are great differences be-
tween “#4 type" doctors and “#6 type" doctors. See Table 6. We can 
see far more positive attitudes among “#4 type" doctors toward the legali-
Table 5. Oifferences as 10 Iheir own opinion on the hypothetical Table 6. Oifferences as to legislation between “iI4 type" 
case between“#4 type" doctors and“#6 type" doctors. doctors and “:16 type" doctors. 
“:14 type" “:16 type" 
doctors doctors 
l∞% (119) 100% (37) 
Should be punished 5 (6) 19 (7) 
Should not be punished 90 (107) 59 (22) 
00 not know 3 (4) 14 (5) 
No Answer 2 (2) 8 (3) 
Total 
docωrs 
l∞% (160) 
8 (13) 
82 (131) 
6 (9) 
4 (7) 
“:14 type" I“:16 type" 
doctors I doctors 
1∞% (11ヲ)j1∞%(幻}
Support a biI I 37 (4) I 14 (5) 
00 not suppoπI 45 (54) I 81 (30) 
00 not kno明 I18 (21) I 5 (2) 
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zation of euthanasia through the form of legislation than among “#6 type" 
doctors， but it must be pointed out that euthanasia legislation is supported 
only by the 37 per cent doctors even 'among those who would perform 
“high risk-necessity type" euthanasia at a patient's request. 
D. Differences According to Curative and/or Life-Prolonging Treatments 
⑬ One particular difference is seen in the method of selecting pain-
relieving means between the doctors who continue and those who discon曲
tinue the treatments. Seventy-one per cent of the doctors who continue 
the treatments chose item #4， while among the doctors who discontinue 
them， the significant percentage of 84 chose item #4. On the other hand 
27 per cent of the former and 16 per cent of the latter chose item #6. 
These figures indicate the tendency that the doctors who discontinue both 
kinds of treatment prefer “high risk-necessity" type of euthanasia compared 、
with the doctors who continue; and at the same time indicate that“high 
risk -necessity type" euthanasiais usually accompanied with“omission type" 
euthanasia， since 84 per cent of the doctors who discontinue it chose item 
#4. 
E. Differences According to Doctors' Legal Judgements and Their Own 
Opinions on “N ecessity Type" Euthanasia 
⑫ Does the difference in the doctors' legal judgements about “necs-
sity type" euthanasia， shown in the hypothetical case， have any impact 
upon the doctors' choice of pain畑relievingmeans? Looking at the Table 
7 ， we cannot find any differences. Both doctors who consider it legal and 
Table 7. Percentages of pain-relieving means according to 
the differences in the doctors' legal judgements. 
Would be Would not b< 
Donot know 
punished punished 
J(旧%(29) l∞% (79) 100% (4 
“:lf3 type" means 。(0) (1) 2 (1) 
“:lf4 type" means 76 (2) 78 (62) 72 (34) 
“:lf6 type" means 24 (7) 20 (16) 23 (11) 
No Answer 。(0) 。(0) 2 (1) 
ilIegal under the present law perform 
their pain-relieving acts almost at the 
same rate. This means， with the 
result in ⑬， that thedifference in 
the doctors' legal judgement is not 
related to their choice of pain-reliev-
mg訂leans.
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⑬ In contrast with the above， the differences in the doctor's own 
point of view as to the performer of the“necessity type" euthanasia have a 
great influence upon the doctors' way of choosing their pain-relieving 
means. See Table 8. Among the doctors who believe that“he should be 
punished under the present law"， only 46 per cent adopt the “#4. type" 
means， while 82 per cent among the doctors who believe that the per-
former should not be punished. On the other hand 54 per cent among the 
former employ“#6 type" means， while only 16 per cent among the latter. 
This result indicates， with the result in ⑬， that at present the problem of 
cuthanasia is the problem of each doctor's belief or philosophy as one doc-
tor wrote to mel3). But what must be questioned then is as to whether we 
can leave this problem only to each doctor's philosophy. It seems to me 
what is important is not to protect doctor's philosophy but how to protect 
patient's interest. In that sense the problem of euthanasia should be solved 
by going beyρnd the individual doctor's philosophy. 
⑬ The same tendency as in⑬ was revealed with regard to continu-
ance or discontinuance of life-prolonging measures and curative treatment. 
See Table 9. The doctors who think in their own opinion that the per-
former of “necessity type" euthanasia should not be punished tend to perω 
form“omission type" euthanasia more frequently as compared with the 
Table 8. Relation between the doctors' own point of view Table 9. ，Relation of the dectors' own point of view to 
and pain-relieving means. “omission type" euthanasia 
Should be Should not 
punished punished 
Do not know 1 _..~でーて 1-.マー.lDonot know 
Should be Should not 
 01 
punished be punished 
1∞% (13) 100% (131) l∞% l∞% (13) l∞% (131) 100%) (9) 
“#3 type" means 。(0) 2 (2) 。(0) Continue 69 (9) 50 (65) 33 (3) 
“#4 type" means 46 (6) 82 (107) 44 (4) Discontinue (3) 47 (61) 23 (2) 
“#6 type" means 54 (7) 17 (22) I 56 (5) No Answer (1) 4 (5) 44 (4) 
13) Dr. Eugene G. Laforet， who is giving jointly a seminar course called“Moral & Philosophic Pro-
blems of Modern Medicine" at B. U.， said in the reply that“[i] n the end， 1guess， it al comes down to one's 
personal philosophy of nature of man， his destiny， and his role in the world." 
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doctors who think he should. It must be mentioned， however， that even 
among the doctors who advocate the performer， opinions on “omission type" 
euthanasia are evenly divided un!ike in the case of “necessity type" eutha-
nasia， which 82% of the doctors perform it [See Table 8 J.This indicates a 
very important conclusion， which is also supported by the results in⑫ 
that at least half of the doctors who believe in the “high risk -necssity" 
type of euthanasia try to prolong the patient's life as long as possible so 
far as the patient's pain is relieved. 
⑫ Among the doctors who think that the performer of “necessity type" 
of euthanasia would not be punished under the present criminal law， 92 
per cent (73) answered that he should not be punished in their own 
opinion， either. On the other hand only 56 per cent of the doctors who 
rep!ied that“he should not be punished，" think that“he would not be 
punished" under the present law， either， but the rest of 44% (15 per cent 
answered that“he would be punished" and 29 per cent replied that“1 do 
not know") showed a conf1ict between their legal judgement and their 
own opinion as to the performer of “necessity type" euthanasia. See Table 
10. Table 1， inwhich the percentages of each combination of their legal 
judgement and their own be!ief ?re presented， c1early reveals the fact that 
only 52 per cent out of the total 160 doctors are consistent in them [See⑬1]. 
Tぬle10. Relation of the doctors' own belief to their legal Table l. Combination between the doctors' own belief and their 
judgement. legal judgement. 
Should be Should not 
00 not know 
puもished punished 
Legal Assessments Their Own Opinion i∞% (160) 
“Would be punished" &“Should be punished I 6 (9) 
1∞% (13) l∞% (131) l∞% (9) “Would Notるe" &“Should Not be" 46 (73) 
W ould be punish ed 69 (9) 15 (19) (1) 
12 (19) “Would be punished" BUT ‘'Should Not be" 
Would not be 
23 (3) (73) 
punished 
56 23 (2) “Would Not be" BUT “Should be punished" 2 (3) 
00 not know (38) 67 (6) “00 not know" BUT “Should Not be" 24 (38) 
No Answer 。(0) (1) 。(0) Other Buts 2 (3) 
“00 not know" “00 not know" 4 (6) 
No Answers 4 (7) 
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⑫ As to the legislation of euthanasia， a great difference was seen ac同
cording to the ditferences in their legal judgements. See Table 12. The 
doctors who think the performer of “necessity type" euthanasia would be 
punished under the present law took a very positive position on the legalト
zation of euthanasia through the form of legislation. Fifty-nine per cent of 
them supported a bill. In contrast with them， the doctors who think he 
would not be punished under the present law showed a very negative 羽田
titude; only 23 per cent agreed， and 61 per cent were opposed to it. As 
far as“necessity type" euthanasia is concerned， itmay be assumed that 3 
out of 5 among the former think that the legislation of euthanasia is neces-
sary because the performer could be punished under the present law， while 
among the latter also 3 out of 5 thinkラ onthe contrary， that the legislation 
of ，euthanasia is unnecessary because under the present law he is not 
punished now. Consequently it is crucially important for lawyers to c1arify 
whether“necessity type" euthanasia is permissible under the present law 
or not. 
@ By the differences in their own opinions as to “necessity type" 
euthanasia a great difference was also seen in the attitude towaJld the legis問
lation. Look at Table 13. It may be natural that the doctors who took the 
stand against “necessity type" euthanasia from their own point of view 
were also opposed to the legislation of euthanasia， but a considerable di戸
vergency of views was seen among those who approved of the performer 
of “necessity type" euthanasia. 
Table 12. Ooctors' legal judgements and their attitudes 
toward the legalization of euthanasia. 
Would be Would not 
00 not know 
punished be punished 
1∞% (29) 1∞% (79) 100% (47) 
Support a bil 59 (17) 23 (18) 30 (14) 
00 not support 38 (10) 61 (48) 51 (24) 
00 not know (2) 16 (13) 1 19 (9) 
Table 13. Ooctors's own opinions on“出cessitytype" eutha-
nasia and their attitudes toward the legislation of 
euthanasia 
Should be IShould not ["~-'-::~'， 100 not know 
p山間shed 1 be punished 
100% (13) ! J∞%(131) jl∞% (9) 
Support aむiIl I 15 (2) I 34 (45) I 33 お
00 not support I 85 (11) I 48 (63) I 56 (5) 
。onot know 。(0)1 18 (23) 1 I (1) 
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F. Differences According to the Various Attitudes Toward the Legislation 
of Euthanasia 
The following differences were observed between the doctors who sup-
ported a bil of euthanasia and the doctors who did not. 
⑧It might easily be imagined that the doctors who supported the 
legislation of euthanasia must be positive toward euthanasia. As itwas， 88 
per cent answered that they would perform "high risk-necessity type" 
euthanasia. The doctors over the majority of them answered also that they 
would perform “omission type" euthanasia; and 90 per cent said that the 
performer of “necessity type" euthanasia shou!d not be punished. 
On the other hand the doctors who were opposed tothe legislation of 
euthanasia certainly showed the negativeattitude toward euthanasia com嶋
pared with the above-mentioned “supportersぺbutit was not decisive. 
Thirty-five per cent answered that they would not perform “high risk也
necessity type" euthanasia， but at the same time thre were stil 63 
per cent who answered that they would perform “high risk -necssity type" 
euthanasia. Over the majority of them answered that they would continue 
Iife伊prolongingand/or curative treatments， but at the same time 38 per 
cent answered that they would perform“omission type" euthanasia. 
Seventy-three per cent believed that the performer of “necessity type" 
euthanasia should not be punished. The reason why a clear negative 
attitude toward euthanasia could not be seen among the doctors who did 
not support a bil of euthanasia is probably because many doctors (56 per 
cent， 48 in sample number) who thought that they would not be punished 
under the present law were included in them. 
⑫ The opinions of the supporter upon the performer of“necessity 
type" euthanasia were divided into three; 34 per cent thoughthe would 
be punished under the present law， 36 per cent thought he would not 
be punished and 28 per sent said“1 do not know". See Table 14. What 
does this variety mean? Perhaps it resulted from their different grounds 
for supporting a bil of euthanasia. The first 34 per cent are assumed to 
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Table 14. Percentages to the doctors' legal judgements 'accor-
ding to the various attitudes toward the lagislation of 
euthanasia. 
take the view that the legislation 
is necessary because the per島
Support a 
bil 
100% (50) 
Would be punished 34 (17) 
Would not be 36 (18) 
Oonot主now 28 (14) 
No answer 2 (1) 
戸、
00 not 
support 
100% (86) 
12 (10) 
56 (48) 
28 (24) 
5 (4) 
00 not know 
100% (24) 
8 (2) 
54 (13) 
38 (9) 。(0) 
former of “necessity type" eutha-
nasia might be punished now; the 
next 36 per cent that though he 
might not be punished under the 
present law， the legislation for the 
euthanasia which is more progres-
sive than the “necessity type" is 
necessary， and the last 28 per cent 
that the legislation of euthanasia is necessary because it is not c1ear 
whether he might be punished under the present law. This is only my in-
ference， but if it is correct 1 can say that 62 (34 + 28) % of the supporters 
of a bil seem to think that the legislation only for “necessity type" eutha-
nasia is enough and that only 36% seem to think the legislation of further 
progressive type of euthanasia is needed. 
IV. Comparative Results in Boston and in Tokyo 
A. Asto“confrontation"， and “nOIトconfrontation" with the hypothetical 
sItuation 
The situation where“pain-relieving euthanasia" becomes an issue ex-
isted in reality in Boston [See①]. Ih Tokyo， too， the same result was 
revealed; 73 per cent (96) among 131 toal doctors had been confronted 
with such a situation. The percentage in Tokyo is 14% higher than in 
Boston. See Table 15. If these figures are literaHy taken， itis well assumed 
Table 15. Comparative r.田口Itsas to“con骨on旬tion"
and “non-confrontation". 
Have Been Confronted 
that the situations for euthanasia occur 
oftener in Tokyo than in Boston. 
B. As to“pain-relieving means" 
a) As' far as pain幽relievingmeans 
are concerned the figures astonishingly 
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Table 16. Comparative results as to pain-
relieving means. 
Boston Tokyo 
(160) 1∞% 11∞% (131) 
Immediate death 1 (2) (4) 
“#4 type" meansl (119) 74 73 (96) 
“#6 type" meansl (37) 24 24 (31) 
No Answers (2) 。(0)
similar to those in Boston were found in 
the results in Tokyo. See Table 16. In 
Tokyo among 131 total doctors， 73 per 
cent (only 1% less than in Boston) wil 
administer narcotics or other painィeliev-
ing drugs even if there is a high risk or 
a certainty of causing a patient to die 
therefrom， while 24 per cent Uust the 
same percentage as in Boston) wil not 
give such narcotics or other pain司relievingdrugs as to cause a patient to 
die， and only 3 per cent wil employ the means which wil result in immedi-
ate death. 
b) In contrast with the pain姐relievingmeans， as far as curative and/ 
or life-pololnging treatments are concerned， the doctors' attitudes are in-
credibly divergent between in Boston and in Tokyo. See Table 17. In 
Table 17. Comparative results as to curative and/or life-prolonging means (“#3 type" doctors 
are included in No answer). 
“#4 type" doctors “#6 type" doctors Total doctors 
Boston Tokyo Boston Tokyo Boston Tokyo 
(119) 1∞% 100% (96) (37) 1∞% l∞% (31) (160) 1∞% 100% (131) 
Continue (57) 48 89 (85) (22) 59 87 (27) (80) 50 86 (112) 
Discontinue (57) 48 1 (11) (tl) 30 13 (4) (68) 43 1 (15) 
No Answer (5) 4 。(む) (4) 1 。(0) (12) 3 (4) 
Tokyo 89 per cent among “#4 type" doctors and 87 per cent among “#6 
type" doctors continue to give treatment for the disease and/or treatment 
designed to prolong the patient's Iife; while only 1 per cent and 13 per 
cent discontinue both kinds of treatment. These figures present two fea-
tures as compared with the results in Boston. First， inTokyo the percerト
tage of the doctors who continue one or both of the treatments is 
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extremely high. Second， in Tokyo we can not see any differences between 
“#4 type" doctors and “#6 type" doctors in the way of dealing with 
curative and/or life-prolonging treatments. 
c) Table 18 shows the comparative percentages of the doctors in 
Tokyo and in Boston as to what type of euthanasia they wil actually peト
form under the present legal systems. 
discontinue to give the treatments for 
the disease and for prolonging the patient's life. 
Another 36% in Boston and 659るinTokyo wil employ the same pain-
relieving means， but until the final stage comes they wil continue to give 
one or both of the treatments for the disease and for prolonging life to 
Table 18. Precentage as to what主indof euthanasia can 
actually be perfonned by doctors. 
“Murder type" 
“:High risk-Necessity 
type" &“Omission type" 
“High risk-Necessity 
type" alone 
??
?
??
?
?、
????
?
???
?
， ?
?
?? ?
?
? ?
?
?
?
。????
，?
??
(57) 36 
???
(57) 36 I 65 (85) 
“Omission type" alone ? 、???
、 ， ?
? ?
?
?
???
??
?
? ?
(27) 
(0) 
Perform Neither 
Others (11) 7 。
(4) 
Now let us suppose a patJent 
request euthanasia: 
Thirty時sixper cent of the doctors 
in Boston and only 8 per cent in 
Tokyo (less than one喧fourth of 
Boston) wil give narcotics or other 
drugs母necessaryfor the relief of pain 
even if it is attended with a high risk 
or a certainty of causing death at the 
final stage and at the same time wilI 
keep the patient alive as long as possible. 
Seven per sent in Boston and 3 per cent in Tokyo wilI discontinue life-
prolonging and curative treatments， but they wil not give such narcotics or 
other drugs that wil result in death even if it is necessary for the relief of 
pain at the final stage. 
Four託teenper cent in Boston and 21 per cent in Tokyo wiI not employ 
the above.イnen技柑t討ioned，dangerous or fatal pai泊nト'イr陀eliev吋ingr立meansat al自1and 
will continue other treatments. 
d) How can we explain the similarity presented in a) and the differ-
ence in b) and c) between the two cities? 
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1 guess the similarity perhaps resulted from the fact that thc standard 
of medical techniques generally applicable to patients was not so much 
different between the two cities. The homogeneity of thc mcuical 
methods of the relief of pain brought the similarityof the doctors' choicc 
of their pain-relieving means. It seems to me the difference presenteu in 
b) and c) is more significant than the similarity. Death wil be caused 
faster and more definitely when the discontinuance of curative and life-pro-
longing treatments is added to the administration of narcotics or other pain剖
relieving means. The doctors who give narcotics or other pain叩relieving
drugs and at the same time discontinue the curative and life-prolonging 
means are far more in Boston than in Tokyo. This means that there are 
much more doctors in Boston than in Tokyo who hasten the patient's 
death by omission before the situation reaches the final stage where the 
dose necessary for the relief of pain is at the same time a fatal dose. In 
Tokyo the doctors (89% of the “#4 type" doctors， which is 65% of the 
total doctors) do not give up providing curative and/or life-prolonging 
treatments until the final stage comes， while in Boston 48 ~る of
the“#4 type" doctors， which is 36% of the total doctors， don't. Thus 1 
can say that the doctors in Boston are more liberal in dealing with a 
terminal， incurable and painful disease and that the doctors in Tokyo are 
more conservative. Various explanations for this difference may be possト
ble， but it seems to me that it resulted from the difference in the mental 
structure between the two nations. lt is often pointed out that traditionally 
the Japanese people don't Iike to draw a definite line between black and 
white， while that the American people prefer to pass a judgement from the 
standpoint of rationalism which is considered there to be a self-evident ap-
proach when one does something. The doctors in Boston are more likely 
to count a hopeless case as realIy hopeless than those in Tokyo. ln other 
words the former know how to give up a terminal， incurable and painful 
patient in despair~mission of providing with curative and life-prolonging 
treatments， while the latter try to do their best for a hopeless case without 
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glvmg It Up. 
e) Regarding the way of providing the pain四relievingmeans we could 
see differences in Tokyo between the doctors who had been confronted 
with the hypothetical situation and the doctors who had not. See Table 
19. The doctors who wil provide “#4 type" pain-relieving means among 
those who have never been confronted with the hypothetical situation are 
only 57% in contrast with 79% among those who have; while the doctors 
who wil provide “特6 type" means are 40% of the “not-confr.onted" 
doctors in contrast with 18% of the “confronted" doctors. These figures 
show that in Tokyo the doctors wh.o bave been confronted are more posi-
tive to“行ighri包!←necessitytype" euthanasia and those who have not are 
more negative. In Boston we could not se.e such a difference. 
C~ As to the doctors' legal judgements on the hypothetical case 
¥a) Among the doctors who think 勺lewould not be punishedヘ 85per 
cent chose “#4 type" means and only 15 per cent “#6 type" means; while 
among the doctors who think “he would be punishedぺ55percent the for-
mer and 39 per cent the later. See Table 20. In Boston these differences 
were not seen [See⑪]. 
These results indicate that the doctors in Tokyo are more inclined to 
perform “high risk-necessity" type euthanasia because they believe that it 
is permissible under the present law， and on the other hand not to perform 
Table 19. The di膏erencesin the way of providing 
treat田entsbetween “con昔onted"doctors 
and “not confronted" doctors in Tokyo 
Have been I Have not 
confronted I been∞n. 
I fronted 
l∞% (96) 1100% (35) 
Cause immediate death 1 3σ) 1 3 (1) 
“#4 type" means I 79 (76) I 57 (20) 
“#6 type" means 10 (17) I 40 (14) 
Table 20. Ditferences in pain.relieving means" according to 
the doctors' legal judgements in Tokyo. 
Would be Would not Do not 
punished be punished know 
100% (33) l∞% (73) 100% (25) 
“#3 type" means 6 (2) (1) 4 (1) 
“#4 type" means 55 (18) 85 (61) 68 (17) 
“#6 type" means 39 (13) 15 (11) 28 (7) 
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it because they consider it notpermissible under、thepresent law. 
b)In Tokyo unlike in Boston， the different attitudes toward thc Icgal 
judgements of the performer of “necessity type" euthanasia did not have 
significant influences over the doctors' tendency to euthanasia legislation. 
D. As to the doctors' own opinion upon the performer of"necessity type" 
euthanasia 
a) In Tokyo， as to this item， amazingly unanimous opinion was ex-
pressed; except for 5 doctors the rest of t26 doctors asserted that“he 
should not be punished". See Table 21. 
From this result it may safely be said that already there is no split of 
opinions among the doctors in Tokyo on the performer of “necessity type" 
euthanasia. We lawyers can not develop the legal aspects of euthanasia 
properly without taking this consensus of the doctors' opmlon into con世
sideration. Smaller as the percentage is， the situation is the same in Bos-
ton， too [See⑬]. 
b) As I observed above， 96 per cent of the total doctors in Tokyo 
said that the performer of “necessity type" euthanasia should not be 
punished in their own opinion， but it must be pointed out that among them 
there were stil 42 [= 23十19Jper cent of the doctors who think “he 
would be punished under the present law" or “do not know whether he 
would be punished or not". This shows， as 1 have already mentioned in 
Table 21. Comparative results as to the doctors' own 
opinions on the hypothetical case. 
Boston Tokyo 
(160) 100% iω% (131) 
Should be punished (13) 8 (4) 
Should not be punished (131) 82 96 (126) 
00 not know (9) 6 (1) 
No Answers (7) 4 。 (0) 
⑬ and ⑫， that the same great gap 時
ists in Tokyo， too， between doctors' 
own opinion and their legal judgement， 
as seen in Boston. See Table 22. 
Believing“he should not be punishedヘ
more than 40 per cent doctors both in 
Tokyo and in Boston lack confidence 
that“he would not be punished under 
the present law". 
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Table 2. Percentages of the doctors' legal judgements 
among those who think in Iheir own opinion 
the performer should nol be punished 
Bosもon I To主yo
(131) 100% 1100% (126) 
Would be punished 1 (19) 15 1 23 (29) 
Would not be punished I (73) 56 I 58 (73) 
Do not主now (38) 29 I 19 (24) 
Ac tual inner conflict of the doc-
tors wil probably take place when 
they perform “high risk -necessity" 
type of euthanasia by themselves. 
As 1 have already observed in⑫ 
and ⑬ in Boston 90 per cent 
among the doctors who wil actually 
perform this type of euthanasia be-
Iieve in their own opinion that the pe子
forming doctor should not be punished， but only about half of them hold 
their firm belief that he wiI not be punished under the present law and the 
other half do not have this belief. In Japan 99 per cent among the “#4 
・type"doctors believe that“he should not be punished"， but among them 
there are sti1l 37 per cent who wil perform it without such a belief. See 
Table 23. 
Thus both in Boston and in Tokyo it is conc¥uded. that there are 
many doctors who seem to perform“high risk -necessity" type of eutha-
nasia actually now feeling inner conflict between their own legal judgement 
and their own opinion. We lawyers must develop the. legal theory of 
Table 23“#4 type" doctors' legal judgements and 
their own opinion. 
Be punished 
Not be punished 
Do not know 
Boslon Tokyo 
(119) 100% I∞% (96) 
(2) 18 1 19 (18) 
(62) 52 1 64 (61) 
(34) 29 1 18 (17) 
NoAn附 rs I ((1) 1 I 0 (0) 
(0) 
(95) 
(1) 
(0) 
Should be punished I (6) 5 I 0 
Should nol be punished I (107) 90 I 99
Do not know (4) 3 
No answers 乙ょと
euthanasia taking this fact into con-
sideration. 
E. As to . the doctors' attitudes to-
ward euthanasia legislation 
In Boston 31 per cent in the 
negative and 15 per cent“1 do not 
know" [See⑪]. The differences in 
this attitude had relations to the 
differences in each Question-group 
except for Question-III-C regarding 
the IegaI judgement made by doctors 
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Table 24. Comparative results as to the auetors' at-
titudes toward the legislation 
[See⑫，⑧，⑫]. 
a) In Tokyo the following results 
shown in Table 24 came out. Thirty-
one per cent among the total doctors 
answered in the affirmative for the 
legislation of euthanasia and 62 per 
cent in the negative and only 5 per 
cent answered “1 do not know". 
Boston T okyo 
(160) 100% 1100% (131) 
Support a bil (50) 31 31 (41) 
Do not support a bil (86) 54 62 (80) 
Do not know (24) 15 5 (7) 
No answers (0) 。2 (3) 
Compared with the results in Boston 
there are two characteristics worth noting: the percentage of the sup-
porters of a bil of euthanasia is just the same in both， and less doctors 
in Tokyo answered “1 do not know". 
The percentage of he “supporters" between the two contries is strange-
ly in accord. Thirty岨oneper cent among the total doctors in both cities ex-
pressed their affirmative attitud~ toward the legislation of euthanasia. 
Generally speaking， 1 can say that 1 out of 3 doctors are in the affirmative 
for some form of euthanasia law under certain conditions. 1 tried to 
analyze the doctofs' reasons for the support of a bil and found that the 
majority (62%) of the supporters of a bil in Boston were concerned only 
that“necessity" type of euthanasia should be legislated [See⑫]. As to 
Tokyo it is a shame that 1 cannot make the inference in the same way be-
cause of the lack of statistics， but on the average， the similar tendency 
wil be seen in Tokyo， too [See Tble 23]. 
Under the present situation where only one-third of the doctors sup-
port the legislation of euthanasia， and moreover where over the majority of 
them only support the bil for “necessity type" euthanasia， there wil be no 
possibility of a law regarding further progressive euthanasia being ennacted 
in near future both in Boston and in Tokyo. Without active cooperation 
and support of doctors， we can not expect the legislation for euthanasia to 
be realized. 
b) Much more doctors in Boston refrained from telling whether they 
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would support a bil or not than those in Tokyo. Among the total doctors 
there were 15 per cent in Boston and 5 per cent in Tokyo. 'This fact indi-
cates to us that with the comparative result mentioned in D-a) in this Sec-
tion， the doctors in Tokyo are maintaining c1earer attitudes toward eutha-
nasia regardless of whether they vote for or against it. 
v. Doctors' Opinions on Euthanasia in Boston 
The doctors were requested to describe their opinions as to euthanasia 
in Question V. Among 160 doctors who responded to the questionnaire， 
about 120 set forth their opinions as to euthanasia. Their opinions intro-
duced here are not necessarily related to what kind of pain幽relievingmeans 
they would give under the present law， beyond which they expressed 
themselves as to. whether euthanasia， whatever it might mean， was required 
or not. 
A. Doctors' Attitudes Against Euthanasia 
There were thirty doctors who were definitely opposed to any kind of 
euthanasia. Some of them seem to display even so-calIed“ph，-siological 
hostiIity" against euthanasia. Let me quote a letter from a family physi-
cian in・Cambridgewho was honored as the G. P. of 1938 for Middlesex 
County: 
“Has the practice of medicine degrated so far as to even think that such 
unGodly questions should be sought? Yes， 1 do believe that a physician 
should do al within his power to alay human suffering. But， since when does 
God's wil be altered by so-called progressive{?) elements. 1 believe in Neither 
‘mercy kiling' Nor ‘euthanasia' ! Y ou should be ashame to seek such replies." 
Setting aside from this extreme view， the doctors who are opposed to 
euthanasia resulting in death describe a variety of reasons against it. 
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Some doctors believe that life is too holy to be taken away in any cir開
cumstances because “an individual has an inalienable right to liveヘorthat 
“God alone has the right to give life and take away it". Thus it follows 
that“as a physician， 1 have no right to kil" or that“1 refuse to play God". 
One doctor said: 
“1 would support the position that medication for anything beyond the relief 
of pain in such situations is a cruel travesty of ‘respect for human life'." 
2. Doctor's duty is not to end life. 
“1 believe a physician's duty is to save lives and not to end them，" 
said one doctor，“therefore 1 am not in favor of euthanasia under any cir-
cumstances. We should not be expected to be executioners. "1 can see 
doctors' professional pride when one doctor says as fol1ows: 
“Doctor's main function is not to judge who should live and who should 
die， but alleviate by any possible meal)S pain and suffering without destroying 
a human beingア
Another doctor said that if the authority to perform euthanasia was 
provided to doctors，“it might undermine patient's confidence in medical 
profession since patient will suspect he may be next or last receive ‘lethal 
dose'''， and thus it follows that“the medical profession would fal into 
disrepute." 
3. Fallibility of prognosis and imperfection of medical treatment 
Two doctors emphasized insufficience of medical knowledge: 
“N 0 doctor or anyone else or any committee know enough to prescribe 
euthanasia. " 
“1 don't believethat we have a good enough scientific background at this 
time to intelligently Iegislate ‘euthanasia'. A misjudgement is too permanent." 
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As to in what point medical knowledge was insufficient， several doctors 
sai.d that they could not give a precise judgement regarding whether the 
disease in question was fatal or not， and that they often saw patients 
survive、afterhe was diagnosed as fatal: 
“AIl experienced physicians realize they are not infalible and have been 
amazed at the recovery of patients whom they considered fataIly ill." 
One doctor said definitely that no disease could be considered incur-
able: 
“No disease can be considered incurable until the patient is dead. There 
have been innumerable cases of so-called 'incurable disease' that have been 
cured-some at the eleventh hour. 1 have personally seen cases of ‘incurable' 
cancer heal spontaneously and live for many years." 
There were several other doctors who mentioned that there would be 
always the possibility of the appearance of new treatments: 
“New chemicals， hormones， X Ray or radium techniques and surgical im-
provements are constantly on the horizon which can accomplish a good deal 
for any given patient. We see such examples regularly. I'm opposed." 
4. Danger of Abuses 
There were doctors who worried about the danger of abuses of eutha-
nasIa: 
“No committee or Government bureau should' be given the right as it 
would certainly be abused." 
“1 am concerned about possible abuse of medical ‘007' permit." 
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Some doctors referred to the notorious historical events of Hitler and 
asserted the danger of euthanasia being gradually extended: 
“Definitely opposed. The N azis used exactly this sort of case as a start. 
If you don't know you should know where it led." 
“Euthanasia is usual1y a cover for economic or political purposes， such as， 
for instance， the N azi regime tried to do away with ‘useless eaters' or racial1y 
undesirables. It is against the very basic principles of medicine." 
There were other doctors who worried about the abuse from the stand-
point of man's nature of irresponsibility: 
“お1anunfortunately is Irresponsible and oftenmotivated by outside factors." 
“The frailty of human weakness would make unbiased decisions unlikely." 
5. Patients never wish to die. 
Some doctors said that voluntary euthanasia was too hypothetical be-
cause patients never wished to die: 
“If you have seen the desperate resistance of many dying 'uncurable' 
patients against surrendering their last moment on this earth， ybU can't help 
but wonder whom you are putting out of their suffering-the patient or his 
family?" 
“1 have taken care of many terminal patients and have yet to hear a 
patient truly state he or she wanted to die as death approached-they tenか
ciously hold on to life!" 
6. Others 
Some other reasons against euthanasia were set forth by doctors. One 
doctor said，“It is not always necessary to attempt to bear pain， but Iiving 
with it has meaning-sometimes otherwise unavaiIable values emerge". 
Another doctor said that“this culture" did not permit physician to take 
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direct steps tωo t詑enm泊na剖teanot出he町r乍Iif烏e.The other doctor said that“1 do 
not believe that pain has the right to kil under any circumstances". 
B. Pain僧relievingMeans N ever Causes Death. 
There is a strong contention that euthanasia is unnecessary because 
pain-relieving means never result in death or hasten death. 17 doctors， aI 
of whom chose' #6 in the questionnaire II-A， took this position to object 
to euthanasia. This standpoint is weIl represented in the foIlowing view 
delivered by one of them : 
"My opinion is that mercy kiling is never necessary， People never die too 
slowly， even with al our modern life帽prolongingaids，‘care is taken that the 
trees shal not grow into the sky'， If ordinary pain relief by standard dosages 
of drugs seems ineffective， 1 would then try to control the apparently intracta-
ble pain by hypnotic psychotherapy， then. if necessary 1 would administer pain-
relieving medication of varying type so thatextreme increase of dosage would 
not be necessary， hence would not result in death before the patient's ex幽
pected demise." 
He adrnits that increasing dosages ofdrugs may result in death， but he 
tries to avoid it by using other pain-relieving rneasures. There were many 
other doctOfS who， criticizing the hypothetical case in the questionnaire， 
asserted that increasing dosages never resulted in death. One of thern 
wrote to me: 
“The hypothetical situation you posed is unrealistic-based upon an 
erroneous information. Increasing medication for pain as is often needed in 
such disease is well tolerated and wil not in itself cause death." 
C. Euthanasia Attended with the Risk of Causing Death 
More than 30 doctors adrnitted the fact that pain-relieving means 
involved the risk of causing death. Here， unlike the above-rnentioned B 
group， the crux of problern is focused upon pain-relieving acts probably 
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followed by death. This group must be also differentiated from the next 
groups D and E， where death results from the pain-relieving acts directly 
or where letting a person die is considered as a means of relieving pain. 
This standpoint is represented by the following view delivered by Assistant 
Professor of Surgery at Harvard Medical School: 
“The overriding consideration would be provision of pain relief. Nowa-
days this can usuaIIy be done with the wide variety of medications available. 
If the accompIishment of pain relief results in shortened life， this would not 
cause me to withhold the indicated therapy." 
Another doctor said that“resulting in shortened life" occurred“daily" 
and gave a following example: 
“In the case in which death from malignancy is inevitable despite al possi幽
ble treatment， the obIigation is to keep the patient from pain. To accomplish 
this some patients die from side effects of narcotics (pneumonia， etc.)." 
Then how do the doctors think of resulting in this side effect of death? 
Some of them take a position that they can not know exactly whether cer-
tain pain-relieving means causes death or not because of “notoriously poor 
accuracy of prognosis" : 
“1 would give maximum narcotics to relieve pain with certain conviction 
that 1 cannot make an exact distinction as to whether the provided medicine is 
immediate cause of death." 
Some doctors take a position that they are justified because they never 
kil a patient “deliberatelyヘevenif death is considered as a calculated risk. 
This point of view is revealed in the following expressions: 
“1 would never deliberately kilI anyone. . Ifdeath， though 1 did not intend， 
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follows an act to relieve suffering， ethicalIy and moralIy there is no objection." 
There were some other doctors who asserted that their act of relieving 
pain was justified because it was not a direct act to cause death but only 
an indirect act. Perhaps they accept the principle of “actio duplicis effectus"， 
which has been long recognized in the ethics in the western countries. 
One of them said: 
“Euthanasia is a direct means or act which takes of human life. But the 
administration of drugs to primarily re1ieve pain， which may have deleterious 
side effects hastening death， isan indirect act." 
“1 don't believe we should ‘ki1' anyone. 1 think we should relieve pain 
and suffering regardless of outcome because our main purpose is to relieve 
pain.円
D. Euthanasia Attended with Inevitable Death 
Several doctors admit that there is a situation where the ordinary pain国
relieving means is necessarily combined with the causation of death as a 
result of habituation to narcotics. In other words doctors will administer 
ordinary or minimum narcotics or other drugs necessary to relieve pain， 
knowing that this ordinary or minimum dose will be at the same time a fatal 
dose. When a patient is suffering from physical pain， the relief of pain is 
considered as ~ matter of course within the range of ordinary medical treat-
ment. The question is this: What wil happen when that pain伺relieving
treatment is clearly attended with the causation of death? Does it fal into 
generally established medical treatment or is it outside the range of medical 
treatment? One of the doctors said: 
“1 fel our society is properly giving individual patients more say over their 
medi cal care and this al important aspect should be as welJ. In the present 
situation a1though technicaIly criminal there is an implicit consensus to leave 
the decision to the patient， his family and the doctor with any fanfare-this 
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Another doctor said that this did not trespass present medical belief 
as follows: 
“To allow euthanasia or mercy kiling might allow any ‘physician' the right 
to dispose of a patient's‘suffering¥The assist to a degnified demise as in 11-
A-4 or II does not trespass present medical or religious belief and seems 
adequate.円
There were two doctors who thought that they could justi命themselves
.from the standpoint of the principle of “double effect". They said: 
“1 would not kil 'directly'. When from an indifferent act two effects 
follow， one good and the other evil (morally)， 1 would perform the ‘indifferent' 
「一一-death
lethal drugー斗
L-relief of intolerable pain 
act， provided the good effect was of greater ‘value' than the evil one， and 
followed at least as soon as the evil." 
"ln myopinion it is the physician's responsibility to maintain and prolong 
useful and meaningfullife. He is under no legal or moral obligation (within 
the context of Judeo-Christian ethics) to prolong the process of death. A 
patient may be al10wed to die with dignity and the absence of pain. lf the 
necessary dosage of pain reliever is such that a side effect would be precipita四
tion or acceleration of the dying process 1 believe it would be both legal and 
moral since the primary purpose of treatment was the relief of pain and not to 
cause death. 1 would continue narcotics lintil pain totally relieved: i. e.， pro-
bably lethal dose." 
Among the doctors who accept the concept of “necessity type" eutha-
nasia， there are some doctors who emphasize the principle of “necessityぺ
which means that the way of giving dosages must be judicious and that the 
very pain-relieving act must be the last resort available for pain relief 
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without hastening or causing death. One of them said: 
“If patient and family are fuIly aware of aI alternatives and there is no 
other option than a sIow， painfuI death， then the physician may be aIlowed to 
provide with euthanasia." 
Another doctor admits the possibility of fatal dose for the relief of pain， 
but fortunately he says，“1 have never killed a patient yet and expect 1 
never will." The same way of thinking as this is well revealed in the follow-
ing doctor's opinion: 
“Try new drugs that might change the course of the disease. Try to keep 
the patient free from as Iong and as much as possible. 1 believe that as long as 
there is life， there is hope. By keeping a patient alive， new methods of treat-
ment would be tried to change the course of the disease， and at the same time 
the patient is made as comfortable as humanly possible with sedatives. At 
least it is worth a try." 
It is not necessarily cIear whether he wil give the lethal dqse neces-
sary for the relief of pain at the final stage after he tried everything. Judg-
ing from the words，“At least it is worth a try"， he wil probably affirm the 
administeration of the lethal dose for the relief of pain at the final stage. 
Then he may be counted as a typical doctor who performs the “necessity 
type" euthanasia. 
E. Active Euthanasia 
The doctors who fal into this group E affirm more active type of eutha-
nasia than the above国mentioned“necessitytype" euthanasia. Unlike the 
above-mentioned group D， the administration of a fatal dose is not con“ 
sidered as the last resort to relieve pain， but here doctors wiIl give it to a 
patient with the intention to kil him， though otherwise ordinary pain値reliev-
ing means is stil available. Death is not inevitably attended with ordinary 
pain-relieving acts but purposely intended 'to shorten his life. 
?ぺ
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恥1anydoctors agreed to this“active euthanasia"， suggesting various 
conditions under which they would support a bilI of euthanasia， but only a 
few stated the grounds why they thought this active euthanasia should be 
alIowed. 
1. Voices for active euthanasia 
First of aIl Iet me quote a Ietter from an old doctor saying he wished 
to but could not perform active euthanasia because of the present Iaw. 
“After 37 years in general practice， 1 have， altoo often， felt like one with 
my hands shackled behind my back. Under the circumstances stated “Hypo四
thetical Situation" 1 would fol1ow 2-A-3， without hesitation for anyone of my 
own， and 1 could do no less for my fel10w man. However， because of present 
law， 1 am forced to obey the law and to protect my license." 
One doctor urged that use of overdose should be alIowed: 
“It would have to be tightly written to al10w far use of drugs beyond the 
usual dose range..." 
Another doctor said aboutthe future of euthanasia as foIIows: 
“It is my feeling that euthanasia wi1 be permissible within. 20 years under 
proper legal， medical and fami1y consultation." 
2. The grounds for “active euthanasia" 
One of the doctors who adduced the reasons for “active euthanasia" 
asserted “a right to die as a basic human right". He said as foIIows: 
“In death as in life， 1 strongly fel that a person should have a definitive 
say about under what conditions he is sti1 willing to exist， and under what 
conditions-not to be alive-is the better fate. 
1 would not ask of my closest relatives， friends， or doctor to make this 
decision for me. It would be grossly unfair and humanly impossible. There is 
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an inherent horror of murder in human mind when it comes to people you 
know. 
But 1 do wish 1 could， legally and as a part of my basic human rights， say 
under what conditions， 1 would want to be non-existent. 1 realize this wish 
could lead to legalization of ‘Euthanasiaケ'
This opinion that a man should have a right to die with dignity was 
supported by several doctors， but some among them said that this right 
should be exercised by a patient himself:“he should have the right to take 
his own Iife painlessly if he desires to do so". This means that there are 
some doctors who admit what can be called “suicide type" euthanasia. 
One of the doctors said that“to prolong life is distinctly wrong from a 
moral and economical point of view"， but it is not necessarily c1ear what 
he means by the words “moral" and “economical" . 
As to“moral point of view" two other doctors supported euthanasia 
more c1early from the standpoint of failurein selfイealizationas follows: 
“1 would like the medical staff or a committee of the staff， to pass the 
judgement in (1) the incurability of the disease， and (2) the sense that the pa-
tient is no longer able to live in any functional way so as to desire pleasure or 
gratification from life because of his physical ilnes， then 1 would leave the 
decision of mercy kiling to the physician." 
“The way to terminate life should be found where life has no further mean幽
ing or value for the individual." 
There was one doctor who referred to“mercy". He said: 
“If deathis inevitable shortly and the individual is suffering severely， an 
easy quick death ismerciful." 
3. Conditions for active euthanasia 
“If tightly controlled under certain clear-cut conditions， euthanasia is sup-
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portable legaly and morally-main problem is to define the conditions as you 
did in your questionnaire so that mercy kiling deaths are indeed just that and. 
confined only to absolutely hopeless cases." 
Many doctors referred to the conditions under which they would sup-
port a bil for active euthanasia. Their discussions were mainly focused 
upon ~wo elements: patient's consent or desire and safeguards against 
abuse and misjudgement. 
(a) Terminal， incurable and painful disease 
Most of the doctors who supported a bil of euthanasia seemed to 
think that terminality， incurabiIty and painfulness are “sine qua non" for 
the permission of euthanasia. The crux of these elements lies rather in the 
problem as to who decide these and whether the given prognosis is ab-
solutely infallible or not. The discussions made by doctors who were 
opposed to euthanasia were focused upon these two problems as 1 already 
presented them. But few doctors among those who agreed to euthanasia 
referred to infalibility of prognosis. 
In terms of the“imminence of death" two doctors suggested a specific 
period of weeks which is supposed to be left before the patient's natural 
demise from disease alone. 
In terms of incurability one doctor emphasized “a definitely diagnosed 
incurable disease" as one of the conditions for euthanasia， but he did not 
tel whether it was possible or not. Another doctor， however， clearly 
mentioned that “the dying hulk could not be rehabilitated e;yen bya miracle." 
(b) The desire of the patient and his family 
Among 40 doctors who referred to conditions for euthanasia， 30 doc-
tors listed patient's consent ordesire as one of them. One of the doctors 
said: 
“Euthanasia should be permitted if it is clearly the desire of the patient if 
he is in possession of his faculties-regardless of the wishes of his family." 
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Some doctors said that written document was required for the con-
sent of a patient: 
“A properly witnessed document signed by the patient and spouse or next 
of kin and the doctor-would in my mind， constitute an appropriate application 
to the courts or judge-for a ‘mercy kiling'." 
Many doctors cIaimed the necessity of the consent of the patient's family 
in addition to that of the patient. But some of them said that‘“the wishes 
of the family should weigh heavily with the attending physician only when 
the patient is not in possession of his faculties." By the way what does 
family mean? No doctors defined this， but some of them used the words 
“spouse" and“next of kin". 
(c) Who is to decide the whole sitl~ation? 
Many doctors showed a great interest in the problem as to who was to 
decide the whole situations under which euthanasia waspermissible， and 
suggested various types of procedure. Roughly speaking their opinions are 
divided into the following four groups. 
The first group insists that this problem should be decided by the at-
tending doctor himself alone. But the number of these doctors was very 
small. 
The second group consists of the doctors who insist that this problem 
should be decided after informal consulation with other doctors or persons. 
One of the doctors said as follows: 
“Believe there should be a law authorizing physician after consultation to 
2 other physicians to give treatment for pain， even a somewhat overdose and 
ceasing treatment which ought to prolong life for a short time." 
Another doctor said that no law could change the present prevaiIng 
practice: 
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“In a hospital， etc.， nurses， orderlies， volunteers as well as family and 
friends play a role in deCiding and so law cannot change this." 
The third group and the‘fourth group suggested to establish an official 
“review board" or “committee" to check the situations in order to decide 
whether euthanasia should be applied to that specific case. The doctors in 
the third group insisted that the committee should consist of doctors alone， 
while those in the fourth group insisted that it should consist of doctors 
and other people. The opinion of the third group is well represented by 
the following doctor's view: 
“Despite permission from the family and patients， no single doctor should 
undertake this awesome responsibility by himself. Safeguards should be set up 
in such a way that the M. D.'s responsibility should be shared with other 
M. D.'s (in addition to family & patient). Perhaps an elite panel of professors 
from the medical schools could set in committee to review the facts and make 
a decision in case，s submitted to others-no rubber-stamping of the original 
M. D.." 
The fourth group designsa committee made up of not only doctors 
but also other people like c1ergymen， judges， lawyers， or laymen. 
(d) Other conditions 
There were two doctors who referred to the age Iimits as one of the 
conditions of legal euthanasia. One of them said that“euthanasia below 
age 65 should not be allowed". 
One doctor suggested the special procedure to decide the performer of 
euthanasia by establishing a system in which the state appointed an anony-
mous physician to perform it. 
F. Policy-oriented Euthanasia 
There were three doctors' who approved of what 1 defind“policy司
oriented" euthanasia， whose subjects to whom euthanasia would be per-
. 
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formed were not suffering from physical pain. They insist that euthanasia 
should be performed to the person who has lost its function as a human 
being. 
Strictly speaking the subjects of so-called“policy-oriented" euthanasia 
will not be limited only to those who have lost their functions as a human 
being. The key criterion which differentiates“policy-oriented" euthanasia 
from “pain-relieving" euthanasia lies in whether a subject is suffering from 
physical pain or not. Consequently a person who is suffering from termi-
nal but not painful disease will subject to the range of “policy“oriented" 
euthanasia. In this sense some of those whom 1 cIassified into the above-
mentioned “active euthanasia" might be brought into“policy-oriented" 
euthanasia. But since it was not necessarily certain whether they took 
patient's pain into consideration or not when they said，"Where life has not 
further meaning or value for the individual.ヘ 1cIassified into this group 
only the doctors who explicitly cIaimed the euthanasia beyond the purpose 
of the relief of pain. One of the doctors said: 
“Yes， you pose only one situation a human being may find d1imself in and 
very legitimately or not want to get out. There are manyothers. The cerebral 
‘accident' that makes him or her into a ‘vegetable'-not in pain-just nonfunc-
tional as a human being." 
Another doctor said as follows to the effect that the real problem of 
euthanasia came with stuporous， unconscious or mentally incapacitated 
patIents: 
“The problem is not with patients who can communicate a wish to die. 
They l.:suaI1y can ki1l themselves or (by demands for excess narcotics) get 
someone else to do it. It is with stuporous， unconscious or mentaI1y incapaci-
tated patients that the problem comes. Is it possible for doctors to be protect幽
ed by law if he seeks some other end-in dealing with such patients-other 
than securing for that patient the longest possible life? 1 would hope sO." 
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The other doctor complains that“1 am kinder to my dogs than this 
community is to its humans": 
“Prolonged coma， alIQヲs< 50 and many others. Look at that article in 
Life magazine about Feb. 72 regarding hospital in N. Y. for mental defectives 
and you wil see a whole picture of where we need euthanasia. 1 am kinder to 
my dogs than this community is to its humans." 
G.“Omission Type" Euthanasia 
As 1 have already mentioned， 43 per cent among the total doctors in 
Boston area replied that they would perform“omission type" euthanasia. 
Many affirmative opinions on euthanasia by omission were also written to 
me. Even among the doctors who were opposed to“necessity type" 
euthanasia there were many doctors who said that they would perform this. 
First of al let me quote a letter from an old doctor: 
“35 years ago as an interne 1 was on duty at night. A very old patient 
terminal with cancer was comatose. 1 did not keep up the intravenous t1uids， 
withdrawn the tubes and the patient died， possibbly a coincidence. 1 was 
sharply reprimanded. 1 was asked if 1 would do that to my sister. 1 kept silent， 
but 1 thought 1 would do the same. No guilt." 
One of the doctors described “omission type" euthanasia in detail. It 
seems to me he is well representing the other doctors' opinions. First he 
gives the grounds why he supports “omission type" euthanasia as follows: 
“1 fel it is inhumane and unjust to permit a person to suffer from terminal 
iIness for a prolonged period. Since physicians are entrusted with the authority 
and responsibility over patient's lives in disease， then they should be expected 
to respond to the victim's situation with compassion， understanding and reason-
ableness.円
Then he explains how to withdraw life司supportingmeasures: 
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“It follows that alleviation of pain and agony are vital， and only the minimal 
supportive measures are to be done. Administration of analgesia and tranqui静
lizers is to be encouraged， and use of anti-tumor drugs， respiratory assistance， 
and even intra-venous f1uids should be diminished and eventually stopped. The 
patient can be placed in stupor." 
And then he explains the difference between active euthanasia and 
omission type euthanasia: 
“Hence， 1 could not strictly support a measure authorizing wilful “mercy 
kilingヘsuchas injecting morphine to deliberately stop life， but withdrawal of 
life-supporting or life開prolongingforces， complied with heavy analgesia and seda-
tion is perfectly compatible with my approach to this critical problem." 
Lastly he claims that the decision of omission to use life-supporting 
forces must be made by the doctor: 
“The point at which this decision is made on the part of the physician is 
arbitrary and hopefully wil ref1ect good judgement." 
Summarizing this doctor's view， he says thatおeplaces his patient in 
stupor by analgesia to alleviate pain and gradually withdraws life-supporting 
measures and finally stop even intravenous fluids. But he is absolutely 
opposed to active euthanasia. This seems bo be a typical opinion of the 
doctors who support “omission type" euthanasia. 
Another doctor stated， however， that“ordinary" e. g. lV fluid， etc.) and 
"extra ordinary" (e. g. chemical therapy， etc.) therapy must be dearly dis-
tinguished and said: 
“Doctors should not be allowed to kil patients legally but already has the 
option to discontinue “extra ordinary" therapy if it is merely prolonging a hope幽
less situation." 
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Many doctors referred to the historical event of the Nazi regime in 
order to object to the legalization of euthanasia. 1 am su陀 nobodywil 
approve of any type of euthanasia whose purpose is in political and racial 
discrimination. Even the doctors who referred to the Nazi program wil 
not worry about the actual possibility of such a progressive type of eutha-
nasia being 1egislated at present. They seem rather worried about the pos-
sibility of some type of euthanasia， which is considered appropriate at the 
beginning to be legislated， being gradually extended to more progressive 
types of euthanasia and in the end being utilized for the political purposes. 
Whatever it may mean， the concept of euthanasia implies the artificial 
extinction of human life. Why is this artificial extinction of human life 
needed? Why is it justified? What type of euthanasia satisfies the need? 
Does ithave any possibility of being abused? Before these questions are 
answered， the concept of euthanasia must be c1arified. 
すhefirst scholar who c1assified the concept of euthanasia into various 
types was a German scholar， Karl Engisch， who wrote “Euthanasia and 
the extinction of not-worth-living life from the standpoint of criminal law，14) 
in 1948. In this book he c1assified the concept of euthanasia into five 
groups: (1)“Pure euthanasia" in which painゃrelievingmeans provided to a 
patient suffering from terminal and painful diseaase is not attended with 
the causation of death; (2) Euthanasia in which pain幽relievingmeans is at帽
tended with death as an undesirable side-effect; (3) Euthanasia by omission; 
(4)“Active euthanasia" in which a patient suffering from a terminal and 
painful disease is killed for the purpose of putting an end to his su官ering;
(5)“The extinction of not-worth-living life" in which persons， such as 
14) K. Engisch， Euthanasie und Vernichtung Lebensunwerten Lebens im Strafrechtlicher Beleuch・
tung (1948). 
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idiots， incurable insanes， who would be burdens for the society are killed 
frorn the standpoint of social rationalityl.5 This classification by Engisch 
was followed by rnany scholars thereafterl.6 In Japan too this was adopted 
by several scholarsl7) recently. It seerns to rne， however， this classification 
is vague and confused frorn the point of view that the euthanasia for the 
relief of pain and the euthanasia for other purposes are not clearly distin-
guished. 
In Anglo-American society G. Williarns suggested another type of c1as-
sification~8l according to which he developed his detailed discussion. He 
divided euthanasia into four groups as follows: (1) euthanasia in the sense 
of giving apatient a fatal injection with the intention of kilJing hirn; (2) 
euthanasia in the sense of helping a patient to cornrnit suicide; (3) eutha-
nasia in which the necessary dose of drugs for the relief of pain is at the 
sarne tirne a fatal dose and (4)“rnercy killing" by omission. The greatest 
characteristics of Williarns' c1assification lies in the establishrnent of the 
concept of the third type of euthanasia， which， 1 think， contributed greatly 
to c1arifying the concept of euthanasia in the sense that he made c1ear the 
last stage where the pain-relieving rneans would be diverted frorn rnedical 
treatrnent and step into euthanasia. 
Another type of c1assification of euthanasia which is very popular is 
rnade frorn the standpoint of the voluntariness of a patient-voluntary 
euthanasia or involuntary euthanasia. This c1assification seerns to me in-
appropriate because the ernphasis of voluntariness itself involves a very 
dangerous possibility of opening a way to broad abuses because there Is a 
risk of “voluntary euthanasia" being perforrned easily according to the 
15) Ibid.， pp. 4-5. 
16) See Goetzeler， Zum Problem der Euthanasie， 65 Schweizerische Zeitschrift fur Strafrecht 403 et 
seq. (1950); E. Schmidt， Der Arzt im Strafrecht， in: Ponsold， Lehbuch. der gerichtlichen Medizin， p.1 et seq. 
(2d ed. 1957): Maurach， Deutsches Strafrecht， Bes. Teil， p.14 et seq. (4th ed.) 
17). R. Hirano， Seimei to Keihoー TokuniAnrakushi ni Tsuite (Life and Criminal Law-EspeciaIIy as 
to Euthanasia)， Keiho no Kiso (The Basis of Criminal Law) 176 (1966); F. Kanazawa， Anrakushi no Mondai 
(The Problem of Euthanasia)， Hogaku， Vol. 25， No. 1， p.120 (1961); y. Inoue， Anrakushi no Y oken (The 
Conditions of Euthanasia)， Horitsu no Hiroba， Vol. 19， No. 6， p.49 (1966). 
18) G. WiIiams， Euthanasia， The Sanctity of Life and the Criminal Law， pp. 319-326 (1957). 
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patient's“voluntary" request even in the case where he has no physical 
pain. Here the need for euthanasia is shifted from the relief of pain to a 
patient's voluntary wil to die. 
“明fhatis the need for euthanasia" in the world? “It is only to ease 
pain:' 19) Then euthanasia must first divided into two categories according 
to whether the person to whom euthanasia is performed is suffering from 
pain or not. H. Silving says，“Euthanasia in the sense of killing of an in-
curably ilI person for the purpose of putting an end to his suffering must 
be clearly distinguished from euthanasia in the sense of the destruction of 
lifewhich is 'not worth living' because it is socially useless:' 20) 
With reference to the classifications made by Engisch and Williams， 1 
classify the concepts of euthanasia as follows: 
1.“Pain -relieving" . euthanasia 
(1)“Medical treatment type" euthanasia in which an ordinary pain司
relieving means is not attended with the causation of death. 
(2)“Risk type" euthanasia in which an ordinary pain-relieving 
means is attended with the probability of causing death. 
(3)“N ecessity type" euthanasia in which an ordinary pairトrenev-
ing means is attended with the certainty of causing death. 
(4)“Active" euthanasia in which letting a person die is considered 
as a pain-relieving means. 
(5)“Omission type" euthanasia in which artificial life-prolonging 
measures or curative treatment causing， increasing or prolong-
ing physical pain are discontinued as a pain偏向lievingmeans. 
百.“Policy-oriented"euthanasia 
(6) Voluntaryeuthanasia which is performed according to the 
desire of a person suffering from incurable disease or an old 
person. 
19) Kamisar， Some Non-religious Views Against Proposed “Mercy帽Killing"Legislation， 42 Minn. L. 
Rev. 969，1007.(1958). 
20) Silving， Euthanasia， 103 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 350， 351 (1954). 
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(7) Extinction of not四worth-livingpersons such as defective or de-
generate persons， includihg the mentally il， the retarded， those 
with gross physical defects， and old people suffering from 
senility?l} 
(8) Extinction of mongoloid children 
“Pain-relieving" euthanasia is performed solely for the prupose of re-
lieving pain. It is further broken down into six groups according to how 
the pain-relieving means is related to death. “Plolicy-oriented" euthanasia 
consists of the persons， towhom euthanasia is performed， who are not 
suffering from physical pain， and hence it is performed fOf the other pur-
poses than the relief of physical pain. 
s. Discussions 
(1) Physical pain and spiritual pain 
It seems very significant to me to emphasize the importance of the dis-
tinction between physical pain and spiritual pain. Euthanasia for the relief 
of physical pain must be ruled by the different principles from what apply 
to the other types of euthanasia. 
Suppose here is an old man who is suffering from terminal-and painful 
disease and miserably bedridden without any hope further to enjoy pleas時
ure or gratification from life， wishing to die as soon as possible. 
First of aH， ifthe element of pain is taken away from this situation， 
why and for what purpose is euthanasia justifiable? Because he has the 
right to die with dignity? Because he cannot enjoy his life further? 
Because he is going to die sooner or later? Because he is wishing to die? 
Because he is imposing economical and physical burdens on his family or 
society? None of them wil justify euthanasia by itself alone. If there is 
any rationale， perhaps it is because he is considered in al accounts to be 
no use in his living. But this standard “no use in living" is so vague that it 
21) These expressions were bOITowed from the articIe む'yJ. Sanders， Euthanasia: None Dare Call It 
Murder， 60 J. Crim. L. C. & P. S. 351， 352 (1969). 
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wiIl easily make a road to abuses. Whether he is suffering from physical 
pain or not is more objective standard. 
Second， the differentiation of physical pain from spiritural pain has 
another meaning; that is， the spiritual pain is always possible to be eased 
by religion or Iove without resort to the Iast means of causing death. 
Third， inthe caSe of the euthanasia for spiritual pain never occurs the 
problem of pain-relieving means resulting in death， because to give naト
cotics is not a usuaIly established practice to remove spritual pain. 
Thus the different principles as to purpose， necessity， and means must 
be estabIished between pain-relieving euthanasia and the other types of 
euthanasia. It foIIows that even if a patient is suffering from terminal 
disease and miserably bedridden without any hope further to enjoy pleas骨
ure or gratification from Iife， wishing to die assoon as possible， euthanasia 
which is performed to this patient falIs into“policy-oriented" euthanasia 
unless he is suffering from physical pain. 
(2) Active euthanasia 
What must be questioned next is then whether it is permissible to kiIl 
him at once for the purpose of.relieving pain in the above-mentioned situ-
ation. The doctors who falI into the group E answered in the affirmative 
to this question; they supported “active euthanasia". 1 am afraid， however， 
their rationales on which they support this type of euthanasia are not per-
suasive. It is true that the standard of euthanasia becomes the more 
objective by the element of physical pain being added to the permissible 
conditions， and it is also true that the added element of physical pain 
intensifies the uselessness of a patient's Iife. But stilI 1 doubt whether a 
patient should be provided with the right to die. When a patient is going 
to die sooner or Iater from terminal disease， writhing in agony of physicaI 
pain and wishing to die， itis quite naturaI as a human being to say that his 
agony of pain must be alIeviated or eased， but 1 do not think it is reason-
able to say，“So， he has no meaning to Iive further and is entitled to be 
terminated at once by the hands of some others." 
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a. The right to die 
In termes of the right to die one of the doctors asserted definitely that 
a man should have “a right to die as a basic human right". What is the 
nature of this right? Does this mean a doctor or any other person have a 
“duty" to terminate the person who c1aims his death under certain condi“ 
tions? How is a doctor obliged to terminate a person under the specific 
situation? Through the contract between a doctor and a patient? Then if 
the doctor did not carry out this contract， would the patient， who unfortu-
nately survived because of the doctor's breach of the contract， or the 
family of the deceased have a right to bring a suit for compensation? 1f 
not， would the doctors be imposed any sanction upon by a law? 1 can not 
imagine that this kind of right and duty wil be introduced into our legal 
systems22l • 1t is and wilI be merely an individual person's request at best. 
b. Patient's request and “suicide type" euthanasia 
“Should a doctor who complies with a patient's request to let him die 
and terminates him be punished as a murderer?" Under the present law 
this doctor is a common law murderer because a consent or a request of 
the patient is not a defense23l• WhiIe in Japan we have a special provision24l 
as to“murder upon request，2Sl which is punishable less severely than ordi-
nary murder; hence the performer of euthanasia upon the request of a 
patient can avail himself of the benefit of this article， as we have seen an 
example in the case of Goverment v. Yamauchi. But since this article 
itself is not concerned with the reasons why the request is made and 
with what the motives of the actor are.， the performer of euthanasia 
may be punished on the same principles which apply to the other actors of 
“murder upon request". The argument that al the murders on the ground 
of request should be excluded from criminal codes wilI not be accepted by 
. 22) Silving， op. cit， p.378. 
23) WilIiams， op. cit.， p. 319. 
24) See footnote 3. 
25) Silving's explanation on “murder upon request" of Japanese Criminal Code is not correct. In 
the old criminal code it contained the same provision as in the present code. See Silving， op. cit.， p. 377. 
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anybodl6). Consequently even the sincere request of a patient doe詰 not
immunize the doctor as a performer from the responsibility of murder. 
Then does a patient have a right to commit suicide? U nder the pre齢
sent law a doctor who furnishes poison (for example， an overdose of sleep-
ing tablets) for the purpose of enabling the patient to commit suicide， again 
becomes guilty of murder as an abettor， if the patient takes the posion 
and dies.27) ln Japan this doctor might be also punished under the same 
provision as murder upon request". ln Germany they have the special pro舗
vision as to“murder upon request，28) but the accomplice in suicide is not 
punishable. But isn't it too technical if a doctor who injects poison to a 
patient suffering from cancer on the tangue and unable to eat anything is a 
murderer， while a doctor who brings a cup filed with poison to the lips of 
a patient capable of taking it， isonly an accomplice.in suicide and not 
punishable.29) At least in Germany “suicide type" euthanasia， which is 
also suggested by some of the doctors in Boston，30) is legally performed 
under the present law， but it doesnot cover al the cases which need the 
similar treatment. Moreover it seems to me t出ha託tthe attitude tωo t廿rytωo solv問e 
the prob訓lemof eu託t出
Euthanasia iおstωo ki出1a person i加n.its nature. Then it wil be very dangerous 
to shift the problem of murder to that of suicide， because it makes us im-
possible to discuss openly and furnish the necessary safeguards against 
abuses. lf euthanasia is required and necessary in the world， itmust be 
pulled into the light and must be legalized under the necessary safeguards. 
26) See Silving， op. cit.， p. 378. 
27) Williams， op. cit.， p. 319. 
28) Article 216 of German Penal Code provides as follows: 
(1) Where a person has been induced to kil another by the express and eamest of the deceased， imprison-
ment for not less than three years shall be imposed. 
(2) Where there are extenuating circumstances， the punishment shall be imprisonment for not less than six 
months. 
(3) The attempt is punishable. 
29) See the discussions developed by Engisch， op. cit.， pp. 1ー 12
30) See page 58. 
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c. The motive 
Does any special element attendant to the circumstances of euthanasia 
have the force to justi命theperformer's act? 1 mean by the special ele也
ment the motive of the performer-mercy upon or sympathy for the pati-
. ent's excruciating pain. H. Silving discussed well this problem of the 
actor's motive of providing euthanasia and concluded as follows: 
“There is no evidence that the majority of the American people approve 
of euthanasia， but it is reasonable to assume that most people consider a kil園
ing motivated by mercy les reprehensible than kiling for a base motive. Thus， 
a specific statutory reduction of penalty for mercy kiling would seem to be the 
most appropriate solution. ，31) 
The contention that the motive of actors should be introduced into 
criminallaw is quite a correct attitude， because the basic principle of crimト
nal responsibility is based upon the freedom to choose the alternative 
courses. If the patient's agony of pain is so strong that people in general 
are unbearable to watch him suffering， law can not expect a person to 
motivate himself to choose the other conduct. The stronge'r mercy or sym-
pathy is， the less law expects a person to choose the other conduct. If law 
imposes sanction or punishment upon a person against what is considered 
moral by people in general， then criminal law wil loose its underpinning 
force upon which criminal responsibility is based. In this sense Anglo-
American criminal law ought to be reexamined because it does not allow 
for judges or jurors to take the motive of the accused into consideration in 
deciding his guilt or innocence of the crime in question. This is why in 
many cases， such as the Sander case， the Paget case32l， etc.， the jurous 
31) Silving， op. cit. p. 388. 
32) Miss Carol Paget shot his father， who had been suffering合omcancer of the stomach and was 
indicted for second degree murder， but she was acquitted by r巴asonof temporary insanity. N. Y. Times， 
Feむ.8， 1950， p.1， coI. 2. 
Dr. HeロnanSander inject巴dten c. c. of air intravenously four times， which resuIted in the patient's 
death. But he was acquitted of murder on the ground that she had been aIready dead when he injected 
them. N. Y. Times， March 7， 1950， p.l， coI. 1. 
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could not help relying upon farイヒtchedgrounds for the acquittal .of the 
accused only to avoid the eontradiction between generally recognized 
ethics and the strictness of law. 
1n Japan judges are autharized to exercise vast discretion for justifica-
tion; hence the motive of an actor may be easily taken into consideration 
at least for mitigation. This may be one of the reasons why the movement 
for the legislation of euthanasia is not seen in Japan33). In almost every ， 
text book of criminallaw in Japan active euthanasia is counted as one of 
the justifications as well as selfωdefence， necessity， etc. The scholars34) of 
criminal law generaIIy support active euthanasia from the standpoint of 
mercy upon or sympathy for the terminal patient attended with excruciat-
mg pam. 
It seems to me， however， itis a leap' in argument to aIlow a doctor to 
terminale a patient at once on the ground of the motive of mercy or sym畑
pathy however deep it may be. Does this mercy or sympathy have the 
force to justi命euthanasiaeven in the case where pain can be relieved or 
softened without resort to the means to kiI the patient at once? 
(3) N ecessity Type Euthanasia 
Let us return to the most basIC' Question: Why is euthanasia needed? 
Because a patient suffering from terminal disease shall not writhe in the agoy 
of pain. Then why do we need to kiI him at once in al cases? As long as 
the patient's pain is reIieved， the purpose is attained and there is no need 
for us to go beyond it. When there is stil a room for the pain to be 
relieved or eased， we can not aIIow any person to terminate a 'patient on 
any grounds， can we? It is beyond the range of the necessity of euthル
nasia. The ground or the purpose why euthanasia is requested is not to 
According to Joseph Sahders， op. cit.， p. 356， inthe cases of euthanasia including both types， Moxon 
was convicted of murder; but Mohr and Repouolle were ，convicted lesser degree homicide; Paget， 
Braunsdorf and Waski were acuitted on the gound of insanity ; Sander， Greenfield and Wener were ac-
quitted on other grounds; and Johnson was not indicted. 
33) In Japan there is not such an organization to promote euthanasia legislation as t.'1e Voluhtary 
Euthanasia Legislation Society in Eng1and and as the Euthanasia Educational Fund in N巴wYork， 
34) Professor Tadashi Uematsu supports active euthanasia from the standpoint of rational 
humanism (“On the Conditions of Euthanasia"， Juristo， March 1st， 1963) and Professor S. Ono also sup-
ports active euthanasia from the standpoint of deep mercy of humman being (Euthanasia， in About the 
Nature of Punishment， p.210， 19J5). There are many other scholars who support active et巾 anasia，and 
most of them fOllows Uematsu and Ono 
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kil a parson but to relieve pain from a person. As long as pain is relievedラ
life must be maintained as long as possible even if he is sleeping or losing 
consciousness. There may be an argument that it is more humane to 
terminate a patient at once if he has to die sooner or later than to let him 
continue his meaningless， weak and irritating life in the state of drugged 
torpor. G. Williams says: 
“There is likely to be more disagreement on whether a patient， provided 
he is saved from the extreme of pain， isto be required to continue an artificial， 
twilight existence， ina state of terible weakness， l:J.nd su1?ject perhaps to 
nausea， giddiness， and extreme restlessness， asweIl as the long hours of COIト
sciousness of a hopeless condition. Most people， however， especiaIly those 
who have seen a friend or relative in this desperate plight， wil think that such 
an existence is not to be imposed on a person who whishes to end it."拍
Perhaps many doctors in the Boston area who suppofted active eutha-
nasia would share the opinion with Wil1iams. But 1 am afraid Williams' at-
titude is too easy. First of al we have to recognize that it d匂ends upon 
the way of understanding of the existence in a state of drugged torpor 
whether we should not approve ofζpoIi化cy予ん'-orien凶t臼edぜ"九、eutl閣
extinction of no悦t闇哨羽wo併rt出h-liv吋ingpeople. If this meaningless， weak and almost 
unfunctional existence in the state of drugged torpor is allowed to be termi-
nated， why can't we admit the extinction of other not-worth-living existences， 
who are in the similar situation? Isn't it a natural and logical conclusion 
therefrom? We have to recognize， however， that once the standard of 
pain is taken away and other standards such as “no use in livingヘspritual
pain， economical burden， the burden of family， etc. are introduced to 
legalizeeuthanasia， the euthanasia which is considered good at the start-
ing point wil easily be abused. We can not set other effective boundaries 
against abuses than “physical pain"， which ought not to be stepped over. 
35) Williams， op. cit.， p. 325. 
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Second， 'how rnany doctors (48% in Boston and 89% in Tokyo) answered 
that， adrninistering narcotics or other drugs in order to relieve pain， theゲ
would at the sarne tirne continue to provide life-prolonging and/or curative 
treatrnents! How rnany doctors are warning how falible their prognosis is! 
Thus the problern euthanasia ernerges only when the pain-relieving♂ 
rneans is inevitably related to the causation of death. This is the final stage 
wher~ we can not relieve pain without giving lethal dose. 1n other words 
ordinary arnount of narcotics or drugs necessary for the relief of pain is 
considered at the sarne tirne as a lethal dose. There are two questions 
left to be answered: (1) 1s there such a final stage in practice? and (2) 
'Nhy is“necessity type" euthanasia justifiable ? 
Many doctors suggested， as 1 have already rnentioned in the forrner 
section， that the concept of euthanasia is unnecessary because pain-reliev-
ing rneans never causes death.36) 1f the preposition that“pain由relieving
rneans never causes death" in alI cases is true and generalIy recognized in 
the field of rnedicine， 1 arn ready to adrnit rny “erroneous information" and 
wilIing to take the position that the concept of euthanasia is unnecessary. 
G. WiIiarns says that after one rnonth later the arnount of narcotics 
rnust be increased eighteen tirnes as much as the first one to alIeviate pain 
because of the patIent's habituation to narcotics.37) 1f this is true a patient 
wilI encounter the final stage sooner or later. On the other hand there is 
another arguernent that judicious use of narcotics with other pain-relieving 
rneans rnay not cause death. There were many doctors in Boston who ex-
pressed the view to the effect that pain-relieving rneans rnight have a poシ
sibility of causing death as a side-effect， but that it would be welI tolerated 
and not necessarily lead to death. 
Perhaps logicalIy speaking， there rnust be a “final stage" but in practice 
it rnay be considered as a “high probabiIty" or a “ca1culated risk". Then 
how is this pain-relieving act assessed frorn the standpoint of crirninal law? 
36) Kamisar，.op. cit.， p.1009. 
37) Williams， op. cit.， p.323. 
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When death from the pain-reIieving means is definitely anticipated， itis 
sure that the doctor's act fals into murder unless there is any justification. 
Even when death is not definitely anticipated， ifthe doctor administers 
narcotics or other drugs knowing the high probability of causing deathプ)it 
is also sure that his act fals into murder but for justification. 
Pain脚relievingact itself belongs to the well-established practice of medi-
cal treatment if it does not cause death. When itcauses death it is outside 
the range of medical treatment. But on the other hand “it could be ex-
tremely artificial to say that this last dose which is administered upon the 
same principle as al the previous one， isalone unlawful." 39) There were 
some of the doctors who asserted that their excuses would rest upon the 
doctrine of “doubIe effect". But this theory is too artificial， because “a 
doctor who gives an overdose of narcotic having in the forefront of his 
mind the aim of ending his patient's existence is guilty of sin， while a doc-
tor who gives the same overdose in the same circumstances in order' to 
relieve pain is not guilty of sin， provided that he keeps his mind steadily off 
the consequence which his professional training teaches him is inevitable， 
namely the death of his patient.円相
The doctors give the lethal dose because it is the last means to reIieve 
pain. This means the legal problem of euthanasia is not the problem as to 
whether a doctor can terminate a patient suffering from terminal and pain-
ful disease， but the problem as to whether there have been no other ways 
ordinarily applicable for the relief of pain in question than the administra-
tion of lethal dose， which is simultaneously minimum amount necessary for 
the relief of the pain. Then the doctrine of necessity in the common law 
wil justify the doctor's actU， that is the causation of death. The extremity 
of pain and the fact that the doctor's act is the only means left to 
38) A. Levisohen， Voluntary Mercy Deaths， Socio-Legal Aspects of Euthanasia， 8 J.For. Med.， 
No.2， p.64 (1961); Williams， op. cit.， p.322. 
39) Williams， op. cit.， p.324. 
40) Ibid.， p.321. 
41) .Ibid.， p.322. 
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relieve it-these two elements are essential to the application of the 
doctrine of necessity. For the judgement of the reasonableness 
(adequancy) of necessity under the circumstances of the particular case， 
the incurability of the disease， theimminence of death and the consent of 
the patient wil be required. As to the element of the patient's consent， 
however， itseems to me implicit consent is also enough for the justification; 
namely the doctor can not act against the patient's explicit wilI. As to the 
consent of the family the same principle wil be applied， too. 
(4)“Omission type" Euthanasia 
Lastly 1 have to refer to“omission type" euthanasia. As 1 mentioned 
in the former section， one doctor clearly showed how “omissiqn type" 
euthanasia was performed. He keeps his patient in stupor by a large 
amount of anaIgesia and withdraws life-supporting forces even such as 
intravenous f1uid; nevertheless he is strongly opposed to active euthanasia 
and even to “necessity type，euthanasiaf2} 
But if a patient is placed into stupor to be kilIed by the withdrawal of 
life-supporting forces， where can we findthe difference between this way 
of causing death and active euthanasia? If doctors who support “omission 
type" euthanasia generalIy believe that: though active euthanasia should not 
be alIowed， this kind of omission should be aIlowed， itis nothing more 
than their own excuse and placebo. 
The existence of pain is aIso essential to“omission type" euthanasia. 
So long as a patient is placed in stupor， he does not have any pain. His 
life must be maintained as long as possible. Only when life-prolonging 
measures are prolonging， providing or increasing a patient's pain without 
any other means to relieve it，“omission type" euthanasia， namely the with-
drawal of life-supporting systems， should be alIowed. 
42) See Section V， G at 63. 
